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CAUSAL GEOMETRIES, NULL GEODESICS, AND GRAVITY
JONATHAN HOLLAND AND GEORGE SPARLING
Dedicated to Sir Roger Penrose on the occasion of his 80th birthday.
Abstract. The authors study a generalized notion of null geodesic defined by
the Legendrian dynamics of a regular conical subbundle of the tangent bundle
on a manifold. A natural extension of the Weyl tensor is shown to exist, and
to depend only on this conical subbundle. Given a suitable defining function
of the conical bundle, the Raychaudhuri–Sachs equations of general relativity
continue to hold, and give rise to the same phenomenon of covergence of null
geodesics in regions of positive energy that underlies the theory of gravitation.
1. Introduction
Soon after the development of the theory of gravitation by Albert Einstein,
Hermann Weyl tried to do away with lengths and instead to base the theory entirely
on angles (Afriat [1], [2], [3]). In present-day language, Weyl wanted a conformally
invariant theory, so a theory invariant under the transformations g(x)→ ω(x)2g(x),
where g(x) is the Lorentzian metric of the theory and ω(x), the conformal factor, is a
positive function of the space-time point x. Indeed the purely gravitational degrees
of freedom of space-time are represented by the Weyl tensor (Weyl [29]), which is
conformally invariant (Schouten [26]). However Weyl’s theory did not agree with
the experiment, as was quickly pointed out by Einstein [7]. Weyl eventually recast
and revived his theory, by turning away from gravity and instead developing gauge
theory. In the meantime, the attempt to understand the conformal properties of
gravity has led to much progress and has been a constant preoccupation of many
researchers.
The present work tries to reconcile the opposing philosophies of Einstein and
Weyl. At the same time, we effectively generalize the theory of Einstein. The
reconciliation is achieved by moving the entire theory into the tangent bundle of
space-time, where the focus is on the bundle of null directions and the associated
null geodesic foliation of that bundle, both conformally invariant constructs. In
the Einstein theory, the bundle is defined by the vanishing of the homogeneous
quadratic form in the velocities, g(x)(v, v) = 0, where g(x) is the metric and v
is a tangent vector at a point x of the space-time. We generalize by allowing the
null cone to be given by a general homogeneous function of the velocities, sub-
ject only to the genericity condition that its Hessian with respect to the velocities
be non-degenerate (and Lorentzian in the case of space-time). We call this struc-
ture a causal geometry. This is somewhat similar in spirit to the construction of
Finsler [9] geometries, although the null geodesics associated to causal geometries
are intrinsically non-variational.
A key point is that the allowed conformal rescalings are vastly generalized, the
function ω being replaced by a homogeneous function on the tangent bundle, so
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a function of 2n − 1 free variables, as opposed to the standard n variables, for a
space-time of n ≥ 3 dimensions. So the conformal transformations are on a more
even footing with the metric, as compared with the standard theory, where there is
one function representing the conformal transformation and 2−1n(n+ 1) functions
encoding the metric. Our first main result is that there is a natural generalization
of the Weyl tensor, which is proven to be invariant under the enlarged class of
conformal transformations.
When extrapolating from an established physical theory, one wants to preserve
as much of the structure of the old theory as possible. One motivation for going
beyond the Einstein theory is the inevitable presence of singularities in the theory,
as first brilliantly proved by Sir Roger Penrose [22], [20], [21]. One might wish to
construct a new theory free of singularities. However, at least classically, the intu-
ition behind the Penrose theorem is compelling and depends only on the attractive
nature of the gravitational interaction and very little on the details of the theory.
We take this intuition as being vital to the generalized theory, so we wish to general-
ize the Penrose singularity theorem to our case. Examination of the proof given by
Penrose shows that apart from general causal properties described in Kronheimer
and Penrose [17] and Geroch, Kronheimer, and Penrose [11], which do not depend
on the null cones being quadratic in the velocities, the only other ingredient needed
for the proof to go through is apparently the Raychaudhuri–Sachs effect which pre-
dicts the existence of conjugate points for congruences of null geodesics, given that
a local positive energy condition holds and that there is a point of the congruence
where the divergence is negative (Raychaudhuri [24], [23], Sachs [25]). Our second
main result is that the Raychauhuri–Sachs theorem naturally generalizes to the new
context, as does the Raychauhuri–Sachs effect in the Lorentzian case, subject to a
natural generalization of the local positive energy condition, so this main ingredient
of the singularity theorem goes through.
While so far we are presenting the theory as a generalized theory of gravity,
we see applications in many other areas of mathematics and physics, for example
in the theory of elasticity. In our case the motivation for constructing the theory
came from two areas studied by us: neither of these areas is concerned with gener-
alizing the Einstein theory. Both involve the construction of a metric that is once
degenerate and yet is not generally invariant in the degenerate direction: crudely
speaking, a metric of the form gij(x, t)dx
idxj , where the (invertible) coefficient ma-
trix gij(x, t) in general depends non-trivially on the parameter t. The question is
what to do with this metric?
The first example comes from the theory of third-order ordinary differential
equations (in general non-linear) under contact equivalence [14]. We may write
such a third-order differential equation in terms of the vanishing of an ideal of one-
forms in four variables: {dy − pdx, dp − qdx, dq − F (x, y, p, q)dx} where p = y′,
q = y′′ and the differential equation is y′′′ = F (x, y, y′, y′′). Here the prime denotes
differentiation with respect to the variable x.
We may pass to the three-dimensional space of solutions of the differential equa-
tion, S. Two points of S are defined to be incident if the corresponding solutions,
regarded as curves in the (x, y, p)-space, meet and are mutually tangent. This in-
cidence condition defines the null cones of an ordinary conformal structure on the
space S, provided that a certain contact invariant of the differential equation, the
Wu¨nschmann [31] invariant, W , vanishes identically. The simplest example with
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W = 0, is the trivial equation y′′′ = 0, with general solution y = sx2 + 2tx + u,
where the null cone is that of a flat Minkowski space with conformal structure given
by dsdu− dt2.
E´lie Cartan [4] and later Shiing-Shen Chern [5] studied the space, T , with co-
ordinates (x, y, p, q). T carries a canonical direction field, V = ∂x + p∂y + q∂p +
F (x, y, p, q)∂q, such that the quotient of T by V is the space S. Chern showed that
T carries a once-degenerate conformal metric, which is killed by V , such that it is
also invariant under V (up to scale), so passes down to S, if and only if W = 0.
In the case that W 6= 0, the present authors showed that one could use the Chern
metric to construct on the space S a null cone structure by the method of envelopes
and which reduces to the standard null cone structure in the caseW = 0. This null
cone structure is exactly that given by the incidence condition. Thus the causal
geometry is natural for this case and one wants to develop an analogue of the
usual connection theory which applies in this case. Our theory does this, although,
ironically, the Weyl curvature vanishes identically, as it does in the standard case
of W = 0, for dimensional reasons.
The simplest example with W 6= 0 is the differential equation y′′′ = y′′. Its
solutions are y = sex+ tx+u, where the parameters (s, t, u) are global co-ordinates
for S. The incidence conditions are 0 = dy − pdx = exds + xdt + du and 0 =
dp − qdx = exds + dt. Eliminating x between these equations gives the causal
null cone in the form e1−
du
dt + ds
dt
= 0. This is well defined and has non-singular
hessian with respect to the variables (ds, dt, du), provided only that dt 6= 0. It is
dramatically more complicated than the case of W = 0.
A remaining issue is to relate this work to that of the second author and Pawel
Nurowski, who built a canonical conformal structure in six dimensions that en-
codes the geometry of the third-order equation and which, when W = 0 reduces
to a conformal structure of the type first given by Charles Feffermann [8]. When
W 6= 0, one needs a generalized Fefferman structure, applied to general parabolic
geometries, as shown by Hammerl and Sagerschnig [13].
The second example comes from the twistor theory of four-dimensional real
curved space-time. One considers the co-spin bundle of the space-time. Points
of the bundle are written (x, πA′), where πA′ is a two-component dual primed
spinor and we use the abstract spinor and tensor indices of Penrose. The co-spin
bundle is a C2 bundle over space-time, so has total real dimension eight. Briefly
the co-spin bundle carries an Ehresmann connection, written dπA′ , with complex
conjugate dπA, which encodes the Levi-Civita spin connection of the space-time.
Then the co-spin bundle carries a canonical degenerate real metric, F , called the
Fefferman metric [27]:
F = iθa(πAdπA′ − πA′dπA).
Here θa is the canonical one-form of the space-time. It is not difficult to show
that F depends only on the conformal structure of the space-time. It is actually
degenerate in two directions. The first is that of the vector field generating the
scaling transformations πA′ → tπA′ , where t is real and positive. Then F is invariant
up to scale under these transformations, so one may factor out by identifying πA′ 6=
0 with tπA′ for any positive t, giving an S
3 bundle over space-time on which F
gives a degenerate conformal structure. The remaining degeneracy is that of the
null geodesic spray, V = πA
′
πA∂a, where ∂a is the system of horizontal vector
fields of the Ehresmann connection on the spin bundle, representing the Levi-Civita
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connection. Then the conformal structure F is invariant under the null geodesic
spray, if and only if the Weyl curvature vanishes, if and only if the space-time is
conformally flat and in that case F passes down to the quotient space as a non-
degenerate conformal structure, which is actually a standard Fefferman conformal
structure for the space. So the vanishing of the Weyl curvature gives the analogue
of the condition of vanishing Wu¨nschmann condition in the case of third-order
differential equations. In the case that the Weyl curvature does not vanish, F
restricts to give the Fefferman conformal structure of a canonical CR structure for
the projective spin bundle over any hypersurface in the space-time, which is its
defining property. As in the case of third order ordinary differential equations, it is
not clear what to do with F in the general case. One strategy is to use the envelope
approach as in the third-order case. Then one obtains a causal geometry on the
space of null geodesics.
There is only one non-conformally flat case where the relevant calculations have
been carried out in detail, that of the Kapadia [15] metric:
g = dudv − dx2 − u−1dy2.
Here the co-ordinates (u, v, x, y) ∈ R4 with u > 0. The metric in null and is con-
formal to vacuum. The null geodesics and the null cones are explicitly computable,
with the result that the null cone of a point (u0, v0, x0, y0) is given by the formula:
0 = (u− u0)(v − v0)− (x− x0)
2 −
2(y − y0)2
u+ u0
.
After some calculation, one can put the Fefferman conformal structure in the form:
F = 2dθ(dV + 2PdX + 4QdY ) + u−
3
2 dX(dY + 3u2dQ)− u−
1
2 dP (3dY + u2dQ).
In these co-ordinates, the degeneracy direction is that of the vector field V = ∂∂u .
Differentiating with respect to u, we get:
−
2
3
u
5
2 LV F = (dX − udp)(dY − u
2dQ).
The causal structure for the quotient by V is obtained by eliminating the variable
u between the relations F = LV F = 0, so splits into two parts:
• For the first, with dX = udP , we have, after a rescaling, the causal structure
N1:
N1 = dθ(dV + 2PdX + 4QdY )
(
dX
dP
) 1
2
− dY dP + dXdQ
dX
dP
.
Then N1 is well defined and non-degenerate, provided
dX
dP
> 0.
• For the second, with dY = u2dQ, we have, after a rescaling, the causal
structure N2:
N2 = 2dθ(dV + 2PdX + 4QdY )
(
dY
dQ
) 3
4
+ 4dY dX − 4dY dP
(
dY
dQ
) 1
2
.
Then N2 is well defined and non-degenerate, provided
dY
dQ
> 0.
In both cases the null geodesic equations are completely integrable by quadratures.
In both cases the tidal curvature may be calculated explicitly; in each case, when
written out, the curvature involves some 533 terms.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Secondary bundle structure on the tangent bundle. LetM be a smooth
manifold of dimension n ≥ 2. The tangent bundle TM of M consists of pairs (x, v)
with x ∈ M and v ∈ TMx, the tangent space to M at x. The bundle projection
πTM : TM → M is defined by πTM (x, v) = x. The double tangent bundle TTM
is the tangent bundle of the tangent bundle, and consists of triples (x, v, w) where
(x, v) ∈ TM and w ∈ TTM(x,v). The bundle projection πTTM : TTM → TM is
defined by πTTM (x, v, w) = (x, v) ∈ TM .
In local coordinates xi ofM , there are induced linear coordinates vi in each fiber
of TM , defined by
v = vi(v)
∂
∂xi
∣∣∣∣
x
.
Then TTM also carries fiber coordinates in the 2n-dimensional space TTM(x,v),
denoted by ξi, νi, defined at w ∈ TTM(x,v) by
w = ξi(w)
∂
∂xi
∣∣∣∣
(x,v)
+ νi(w)
∂
∂vi
∣∣∣∣
(x,v)
.
Apart from the bundle projection πTTM : TTM → TM on the second tangent
bundle, there is also another natural projection given by the differential dπTM :
TTM → TM . In the local coordinates described above,
dπTM
∂
∂xi
=
∂
∂xi
dπTM
∂
∂vi
= 0.
The kernel of dπTM is called the vertical subbundle, and is denoted by V TM .
There is a natural isomorphism between V TM and the pullback bundle π−1TMTM ,
given as follows. Let x ∈ M and v, w ∈ TMx. The one-parameter group Lw(s) :
(x, v) 7→ (x, v + sw) as s ∈ R varies, is a well-defined one-parameter group of
diffeomorphisms of TMx to itself. Denote the generator of this one-parameter
group by λ(x,v)(w) = L
′
w(0). Then λ(x,v) : TMx → V TM(x,v). This is a linear
isomorphism for each fixed (x, v) ∈ TM , and it depends smoothly on (x, v). So it is
an isomorphism λ : π−1TMTM → V TM of vector bundles over TM . In coordinates,
λ
∂
∂xi
=
∂
∂vi
.
Since π−1TMTM = TTM/V TM , it is convenient to compose λ with the quotient
map q : TTM → TTM/V TM to obtain λ = λ ◦ q : TTM → V TM . Then the
image and kernel of λ are both the vertical bundle V TM . As a tensor, λ can be
identified with a section of V 0TM ⊗ V TM , In coordinates,
λ
∂
∂xi
=
∂
∂vi
, λ
∂
∂vi
= 0
and, as a tensor, λ = dxi ⊗ ∂
∂vi
.
Let X be a vector in TTM . Define a differential operator DX : C
∞(TM) →
C∞(TM) by
DX(f) = LλXf.
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In local coordinates, ifX = ξi ∂
∂xi
+νi ∂
∂vi
, thenDX(f) = ξ
i ∂f
∂vi
. LetD : C∞(TM)→
ΓTM (T
∗TM) be the one-form valued operator
(Df)(X) = DXf.
If X,Y ∈ ΓTM (π
−1
TMTM) are two vector fields that are lifts of vector fields from
M , then
D2X,Y = DXDY = DYDX ,
and D2X,Y (f) depends bilinearly on X,Y . Commutativity follows from the commu-
tativity of the one parameter groups LX and LY defined previously.
Let TM ′ be the tangent bundle with the zero section removed, and πTM ′ =
πTM |TM ′ : TM ′ → M the induced projection of TM ′ onto M . Let SM be the
space of oriented one-dimensional linear subspaces of TM . Let δs : TM
′ → TM ′
be the scaling δs(x, v) = (x, sv) for s > 0, and let H =
d
ds
δs|s=1 be the homogeneity
vector field. This defines a group action of (0,∞) on TM ′, and SM is the quotient
bundle of TM ′ by the group. Let πSM : SM → M be the projection onto M .
There is a factorization πTM ′ = πSM ◦ σ where σ : TM ′ → SM is the quotient
mapping.
2.2. Fro¨licher–Nijenhuis bracket. Let X be a smooth manifold and Ω(X) =
⊕rΩr(X) be the graded algebra of smooth differential forms on X . A derivation of
degree k of Ω(X) is a real linear map D : Ω(X)→ Ω(X) such that
• D : Ωr(X)→ Ωr+k(X)
• For any α ∈ Ωa(X) and β ∈ Ωb(X), D(α ∧ β) = (Dα) ∧ β + (−1)kaα ∧Dβ
Let Derk(Ω(X)) be the space of derivations of degree k of Ω(X), and let Der(Ω(X)) =
⊕k∈ZDerk(Ω(X)) be the graded vector space of all derivations; this supports the
structure of a graded Lie algebra, where the bracket of homogeneous elements
K ∈ Derk(Ω(X)), L ∈ Derℓ(Ω(X)) is defined by
[K,L] = K ◦ L− (−1)kℓL ◦K.
Extending by bilinearity to all of Der(Ω(X)), the resulting bracket is easily seen to
define a graded Lie algebra:
• The bracket is graded anticommutative:
[K,L] = −(−1)kℓ[L,K]
for K ∈ Derk(Ω(X)), L ∈ Derℓ(Ω(X))
• The bracket satisfies the graded Jacobi identity:
(−1)jℓ[J, [K,L]] + (−1)kj [K, [L, J ]] + (−1)ℓk[L, [J,K]] = 0.
If v ∈ ΓX(TX) is a vector field, then the insertion operator iv : Ω(X) → Ω(X)
is a derivation of degree −1. The insertion operator extends to an operator iK ∈
Derk−1(Ω(X)), by defining iω⊗v = ωiv for K ∈ Ωk(X,TX) extending by linearity.
Definition 1. Let K ∈ Ωk(X,TX). Define the Lie derivative along K by
LK = [iK , d] = iK ◦ d+ (−1)
kd ◦ iK .
The following is proven in [16]:
Theorem 1. Any derivation D ∈ Derk(Ω) can be decomposed uniquely as
D = LK + iL
for some K ∈ Ωk(X,TX) and L ∈ Ωk+1(X,TX).
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Definition 2. For KΩk(X,TX) and L ∈ Ωℓ(X,TX) define the Nijenhuis–Richardson
bracket [K,L]∧ by
i[K,L]∧ = [iK , iL].
Define the Fro¨licher–Nijenhuis bracket [K,L] by
L[K,L] = [LK ,LL].
The algebraic properties of the curvature and related quantities are most easily
expressed using the Nijenhuis–Richardson bracket [18] and the Fro¨licher–Nijenhuis
bracket [10].
Lemma 1. [LK , iL] = i[K,L] − (−1)
kℓLiLK
Proof. 
Lemma 2.
[K, [L1, L2]
∧] = [[K,L1], L2]
∧ + (−1)kℓ1 [L1, [K,L2]]
∧−
−
(
(−1)kℓ1 [iL1K,L2]− (−1)
(k+ℓ1)ℓ2 [iL2K,L1]
)
Proof. 
The following is also useful:
Lemma 3. If K,L ∈ Ω1(X,TX), then
[K,L](A,B) = [KA,LB]− [KB,LA]− L([KA,B]− [KB,A])
−K([LA,B]− [LB,A]) + (KL+ LK)[A,B].
3. Null geodesic dynamics
3.1. Legendrian dynamics. The dynamics is specified by a smooth hypersurface
G (of dimension 2n− 2) in SM , with π(G ) = M , which has the property that for
any x ∈M , the intersection G ∩ SMx is a smooth submanifold of the sphere SMx
of dimension n − 2. Note that the space H = σ−1G , a smooth hypersurface in
TM ′ invariant under the scaling (x, v)→ (x, tv), also specifies the dynamics.
If (x, v) ∈ H , the vertical tangent space VH(x,v) to H at (x, v) is the in-
tersection of the tangent space to H at (x, v) with the vertical space V TM(x,v).
So VH(x,v) has dimension n − 1. The image of VH(x,v) under the map λ
−1
(x,v) :
V TM(x,v) → TMx is then a subspace of TMx, also of dimension n − 1. There
is then a unique maximal subspace of TH(x,v) that projects down under the map
dπTM ′ to λ
−1
(x,v)(VH(x,v)). This subspace is a codimension one distribution within
TH , and therefore defines a distribution of hyperplanes on H :
ΛH = TH ∩ dπ
−1
TM ′
(
λ
−1
(VH )
)
.
This entire construction is invariant under the scalar homothety δ, and so ΛH
descends to a distribution of ΛG on G as well.
Definition 3. A contact symmetry of a distribution Λ on a manifold X is a one-
parameter local group of diffeomorphisms of X that preserves Λ and whose genera-
tors are everywhere tangent to Λ.
Definition 4. The dynamics of G is the space of contact symmetries of ΛG .
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3.2. Lagrangian approach to the dynamics. Let H have local defining equa-
tion G(x, v) = 0 where G is a smooth function defined over an open set U of TM ′
that is invariant under δ satisfying:
• DG 6= 0 throughout U
• G homogeneous of some real degree k: G(x, tv) = tkG(x, v) for all t > 0
and all (x, v) ∈ U . For convenience, we shall henceforth assume that k 6= 1.
There is a bilinear form gh on π
−1
TM ′TM defined for vector fields X and Y that
lift vector fields on M by
gh(X,Y ) = D
2
X,YG.
The definition is independent of the choice of lift of X and Y , and it is bihomoge-
neous under rescalingsX → (π∗TM ′a)X and Y → (π
∗
TM ′b)Y where a, b are functions
on M , and so it gives rise to a bilinear form. The h here stands for “horizontal”, a
reflection of the fact that gh is a section of V
0TM ⊗ V 0TM . Applying λ
−1
yields
a bilinear form gv in V
∗TM ⊗ V ∗TM :
gv(X,Y ) = gh(λ
−1
(X), λ
−1
(Y )).
Here the subscript v means “vertical”, since gv is a bilinear form on V TM . In
coordinates,
gv =
∂2G
∂vi∂vj
dvi ⊗ dvj = gijdv
i ⊗ dvj
gh =
∂2G
∂vi∂vj
dxi ⊗ dxj = gijdx
i ⊗ dxj .
Lemma 4. Let α ∈ ΓTM ′(T ∗TM ′) be the differential form α = DG. Then, on
restricting to H , the distribution ΛH is the annihilator of α in TH .
Proof. By the assumption that DG 6= 0, the image of TH under α is always
one-dimensional, and so the annihilator of α is a distribution of hyperplanes in
TH . Suppose α(X) = 0 for X ∈ TH . Then, by definition of the D operator,
λXy dG = 0. So λX ∈ VH . That is, X ∈ λ−1(VH ) as required. 
Lemma 5. gh(X,Y ) = 2dα(λX, Y )
Proof. Both sides vanish if either X or Y is vertical, so it is sufficient to establish
the lemma under the additional assumption that X and Y are lifts of vector fields
from M . Since α(λX) = 0,
2dα(λX, Y ) = (LλXα)(Y ) = λX(α(Y ))− α([λX, Y ])
= D2X,YG− α([λX, Y ]) = gh(X,Y )− α([λX, Y ])
But ifX and Y are lifts of vector fields, then [λX, Y ] is vertical, and so α([λX, Y ]) =
0. 
Assume henceforth that the bilinear form gv is nondegenerate. This assumption
is justified in part by
Lemma 6. The bilinear form gv is nondegenerate if and only if dα is a symplectic
form on a neighborhood of H in TM ′.
Proof. The subspace V TM ′ is an isotropic space for dα. Choose a complementary
space HTM ′ in TTM ′. Then dα induces a bilinear form on V TM ′ ×HTM ′ and
dα(X,Y ) = 2gv(X,λY ). 
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In coordinates,
α =
∂G
∂vi
dxi.
Set pi = ∂G/∂v
i. By the nondegeneracy of g, the Jacobian matrix ∂pi/∂v
j is
nonsingular, and so this defines a new set of (local) coordinates on TM ′. In the
new coordinates,
α = pidx
i.
These are the “canonical coordinates” for the dynamical system.
The symplectic form dα allows us to define the Poisson bracket of two functions
f1, f2 (in a neighborhood of H ) by
{f1, f2} = (dα)
−1(df1, df2).
This satisfies the usual rules:
• {f1, f2} = −{f2, f1}
• {f1, {f2, f3}}+ {f2, {f3, f1}}+ {f3, {f1, f2}} = 0
• {f1, c} = 0 if c is constant
• {f1, f2 + f3} = {f1, f2}+ {f1, f3}
• {f1, f2f3} = {f1, f2}f3 + {f1, f3}f2
The last three properties imply that the operator {f1,−} : f2 7→ {f1, f2} is a
derivation on smooth functions, and therefore corresponds to a vector field on M .
In the canonical coordinates,
{f,−} =
∂f
∂pi
∂
∂xi
−
∂f
∂xi
∂
∂pi
.
As we are interested in the intrinsic geometry of H , we shall consider the pull-
back of α to H .
Lemma 7. When pulled back to H , α has Darboux rank 2n− 3:
α ∧ (dα)n−2 6= 0, (dα)n−1 = 0.
Proof. The fibers of H → M are n − 1 dimensional, and the bilinear form gv
on VH is annihilated by the generators of scaling up the fiber. So on VH , gv
has rank n − 2. By the argument in the previous lemma, (dα)n−1 = 0. However,
applying the previous argument to ΛH = α
0, and choosing a complement for this
in TG gives α ∧ (dα)n−2 6= 0. 
The first main result uses the Darboux theorem:
Lemma 8. Let M be a manifold of dimension 2n−1 and α a one-form of Darboux
rank 2r − 1. Then the space of vector fields X such that
(1) Xyα = 0, α ∧LXα = 0
forms an integrable distribution of rank 2(n− r).
Proof. Using the usual version of Darboux’ theorem, there exists a coordinate sys-
tem x, y1, . . . , yn−1, p1, . . . , pn−1 on M such that
α = dx+
r−1∑
i=1
pi dy
i,
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with the last (n − r) p’s and y’s not participitating. Hence the vector fields ∂/∂pi
and ∂/∂yi for i = r, . . . , n − 1 form an integrable distribution of rank 2(n − r)
satisfying (1).
Now, note that any X satisfying (1) must also satisfy
Xy(α ∧ (dα)r−1) = 0.
But α∧ (dα)r−1 = ±dx∧dp1 ∧ · · · ∧dpr−1 ∧dy
1 ∧ · · · ∧dyr−1 is annihilated by X if
and only if X is a linear combination of ∂/∂pi and ∂/∂y
i for i = r, . . . , n− 1. 
Theorem 2. The dynamical vector fields on H are spanned as a C∞ module by H
(the generator of the scaling symmetry of H ) and the vector field V = (k−1){G,−}
restricted to H .
The particular normalization of V ensures that it defines a spray; see Lemma 9
below.
Proof. By Lemma 7, there are exactly two linearly independent dynamical vector
fields at every point. Note that V is tangent to H since V (G) = (k−1){G,G} = 0,
and H is tangent to H since H is invariant under the scaling action. These are
linearly independent, since V (π∗
H
f) = (k−1){G, π∗
H
f} is nonzero for some smooth
function f on M , but H(π∗
H
f) = 0 for all such f .
Now, note that H satisfies Hyα = 0 (since λH = 0). If X is a lift of a vector field
on M , then δsλX = s
−1λX . Differentiating gives LH(λX) = −λX . For such a
vector field X , [H,X ] is vertical and so λ[H,X ] = 0. It follows that α([H,X ]) = 0,
and therefore
(LHα)(X) = LH(λXydG)− α([H,X ])
= −λXy dG+ λXyLHdG
= (k − 1)λXy dG = (k − 1)α(X).
Finally, in a neighborhood of H , V is characterized by
V ydα = −(k − 1)dG.
Pulling back to G = 0 gives V ydα = 0. By the previous calculation, Hy dα =
(k − 1)α. Hence
V yα = (k − 1)−1V yHy dα = −(k − 1)−1HyV y dα
= Hy dG = kG
which also vanishes on H . 
In coordinates, the dynamical vector fields are
H = vi
∂
∂vi
V = vi
∂
∂xi
+ ui
∂
∂vi
, uigij =
∂G
∂xj
− vi
∂2G
∂xi∂vj
.
A direct derivation of the previous results in coordinates is given in an appendix.
The integral curve of the vector field V through a point (x, v) projects to a curve
in M whose initial velocity is v. That is, V is a semispray.
Lemma 9. V is a spray:
• [H,V ] = V
• H = λV
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Proof. The calculations in the proof of the preceding lemma give
[H,V ]y dα = LH(V y dα)− V y(LHdα)
= k(V y dα)− (k − 1)V y dα = V y dα,
so [H,V ] = V .
For the second property, the definition of gh implies
dα(X,λY ) =
1
2
gh(X,Y ) = dα(Y, λX) = −dα(λX, Y ).
In particular, with X = V ,
dα(λV, Y ) = −dα(V, λY ) = (k − 1)dG(λY ) = (k − 1)α(Y ) = dα(H,Y ).
This is true for all Y and so H = λV by nondegeneracy of dα. 
Passing down to the sphere bundle SM , only the dynamical vector field V sur-
vives, up to an overall positive scale, since H is in the kernel of dσ : TTM → TSM .
This gives a foliation of G by the dynamical curves, the (maximally extended) tra-
jectories of V . These dynamical curves are called null geodesics. The space of null
geodesics, denoted by N , has dimension 2n−3. The distribution ΛG is Lie derived
along the dynamical vector fields, and so descends to a codimension one distribution
on N . This distribution is a contact structure since the relation αG ∧(dαG )n−2 6= 0,
valid for any nonzero αG in the annihilator of ΛG , also descends to the quotient.
The null geodesics are naturally oriented, since at each point p of G , the vector
field V descends to a ray through the origin in TpG , which is oriented. The bundle
G is time oriented if and only if the space of oriented null geodesics is the disjoint
union of two components, N = N + ∪N −, such that the oriented null geodesic
through (x, v) lies in N ± if and only if the oriented null geodesic through (x,−v)
lies in N ∓. Then the elements of N + are called future oriented and the elements
of N − are called past oriented.
On H , the integral curves of V are called affinely parametrized null geodesics.
These carry a natural parametrization up to a translation, since they are the integral
curves of a single vector field. This natural parametrization requires having a
particular defining function G for H , although the definition of (unparametrized,
oriented) null geodesics on G does not.
4. Ehresmann connection
4.1. The Ehresmann connection on H . The purpose of this section is to es-
tablish the following:
Theorem 3. There exists a unique operator P : TTM ′→ V TM ′ satisfying for all
X,Y ∈ TTM :
(1) (LV gh)(X,Y ) = gv (PX, λY ) + gv (PY, λX)
(2) 2dα(X,Y ) = gv (PX, λY )− gv(PY, λX)
This operator defines an Ehresmann connection on TM ′, meaning that it has max-
imal rank and satisfies P = P ◦ P . Furthermore,
(2) P =
1
2
(IdTTM ′ +LV λ) .
The restriction of P to H is also an Ehresmann connection on H : P (TH ) =
VH .
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(Recall that λ is a section of V 0TM ′⊗V TM ′, gh is a section of V 0TM ′⊗V 0TM ′,
and gv is a section of V
∗TM ′ ⊗ V ∗TM ′.)
The proof is broken down into several lemmas.
Lemma 10. The Fro¨licher–Nijenhuis bracket of λ with itself is zero: [λ, λ] = 0.
Thus if X,Y ∈ ΓTM ′(TTM
′), then
λ([λX, Y ] + [X,λY ]) = [λX, λY ].
Moreover [V, λY ] = −Y (mod V TM ′) for all vector fields Y .
Proof. If X,Y ∈ ΓTM ′ (TTM ′), then
1
2
[λ, λ](X,Y ) = [λX, λY ]− λ([λX, Y ] + [X,λY ])
The right-hand side vanishes if X or Y is a section of V TM ′, since V TM ′ is an
integrable distribution on which λ vanishes. Thus it suffices to prove that it vanishes
if X and Y are both lifts of vector fields from M . In that case, if f is a function
on M , then
[λX, Y ]π∗TM ′f = (λX)Y π
∗
TM ′f = (λX)π
∗
TM ′ ((dπTM ′Y )f) = 0.
Hence [λX, Y ] ∈ ΓTM ′ (V TM ′); likewise [X,λY ] ∈ ΓTM ′ (V TM ′). So λ([λX, Y ] +
[X,λY ]) = 0. Finally, [λX, λY ] = 0 as well for X,Y lifts of vector fields on M ,
since the one-parameter groups LX and LY (defined in §2.1) commute in that case.
It remains only to show that [V, λY ] = −Y (mod V TM ′) for all vector fields Y .
Taking X = V in the first part gives
λ([λV, Y ] + [V, λY ]) = [λV, λY ].
But λV = H , so rearranging gives
λ[V, λY ] = (LHλ)(Y ) = −Y
as claimed. 
Lemma 11. Any operator P : TTM ′→ V TM ′ satisfying property (1) has maximal
rank and satisfies P ◦ P = P .
Proof. In view of the fact that imP ⊂ V TM ′ by assumption, it is enough to show
that P (λ(X)) = λ(X) for all X . This then proves that the range of P is equal to
the vertical tangent space, and that P acts as the identity on its range. Therefore
P ◦ P = P , and P has maximal rank.
To prove the claimed identity, (1) gives
(LV gh)(λX, Y ) = gv(PλX, λY ) + gv(PY, λλX)
= gv(PλX, λY )
since λλX = 0. Expanding the left-hand side,
(LV gh)(λX, Y ) = V (gh(λX, Y ))− gh([V, λX ], Y )− gh(λX, [V, Y ])
= −gh([V, λX ], Y )
since every vertical direction lies in the kernel of gh. But, by Lemma 9, [V, λX ] =
−X (mod V TM), and therefore
−gh([V, λX ], Y ) = gh(X,Y ).
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Putting these together,
(3) gh(X,Y ) = gv(PλX, λY ).
This is true for all X,Y , and so PλX = λX , as claimed. 
Lemma 12. There exists a unique P ∈ ΓTM ′(T ∗TM ′ ⊗ V TM ′) satisfying condi-
tions (1) and (2).
Proof. If (1) and (2) hold, then
gv(PX, λY ) =
1
2
((LV gh)(X,Y ) + dα(X,Y )) .
By the non-degeneracy of gv and the fact that λ : TTM
′ → V TM ′ has maximal
rank, this admits at most a unique solution P (X) valid for all Y . To prove existence,
it is enough to show that the kernel of
Y 7→ (LV gh)(X,Y ) + dα(X,Y )
contains the kernel of λ, which is also the image of λ, V TM ′. So consider
(LV gh)(X,λY ) + dα(X,λY ) = −gh(X, [V, λY ]) + dα(X,λY )
= gh(X,Y )− gh(X,Y ) = 0
where we have used the fact that V is a spray in simplifying the first term, and the
definition of gh in simplifying the second term. 
Lemma 13. The unique connection P satisfying (1) and (2) is given explicitly by
P =
1
2
(IdTTM ′ +LV λ) .
Proof. Let P be the connection characterized by (1) and (2) and let P1 =
1
2 (IdTTM ′ +LV λ).
We will show that P1 acts as the identity on V TM
′, and that kerP1 = kerP . The
first claim follows at once from
(LV λ)(λX) = [V, λ
2X ]− λ[V, λX ] = λX.
For the second claim, X ∈ kerP1 if and only if (LV λ)(X) = −X, or, equivalently,
−X = [V, λX ]− λ[V,X ].
Now X ∈ kerP if and only if
(LV gh)(X,Y ) = −2dα(X,Y )
for all Y ∈ TTM ′. Note
(LV gh)(X,Y ) = V (gh(X,Y ))− gh([V,X ], Y )− gh(X, [V, Y ])
= V (dα(λX, Y ))− 2dα(λ[V,X ], Y )− 2dα(λX, [V, Y ])
= 2dα([V, λX ], Y )− 2dα(λ[V,X ], Y )
= 2dα((LV λ)(X), Y ).
IfX ∈ kerP1, then this last display reduces to −2dα(X,Y ), and soX ∈ kerP . Con-
versely, if X ∈ kerP , then the same calculation shows that 2dα((LV λ)(X), Y ) =
−2dα(X,Y ) for all Y , and hence (LV λ)(X) = −X by the nondegeneracy of dα,
and so X ∈ kerP1. 
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In coordinates,
P =
(
dvi + U ijdx
j
)
⊗
∂
∂vi
U ij = −
1
2
∂ui
∂vj
, uigij =
∂G
∂xj
− vi
∂2G
∂xi∂vj
.
The horizontal lift of the coordinate vector fields ∂/∂xi are
h(∂/∂xi) = (I − P )(∂/∂xi) =
∂
∂xi
− U ji
∂
∂vj
.
Lemma 14. The operator P : TTM ′→ V TM ′ satisfying (1) and (2) is such that
on H , P (TH ) = VH .
Proof. Let X be a vector field in TH that Lie commutes with V . Since λV = H ,
gv(P (X), H) = gv(P (X), λV ) =
1
2
(dα(X,V ) + (LV gh)(X,V )) .
It is sufficient prove that both terms of the right-hand side are zero. By the calcu-
lations in the proof of Theorem 2
dα(X,V ) = (k − 1)dG(X) = 0
since X is tangent to H . Also, since X,V commute by hypothesis,
(LV gh)(X,V ) = V (gh(X,V )) .
Now gh(X,V ) = −2dα(X,λV ) = −2dα(X,H) = (k − 1)α(X), and thus
V (gh(X,V )) = (k − 1)V (α(X)) = (k − 1)(LV α)(X) = (k − 1)dG(X) = 0.

5. Curvature
5.1. Tidal force.
Theorem 4. Let P be the connection of Lemmas 11 and 12. Then there exists S ∈
ΓTM ′(V
0TM ′ ⊗ V 0TM ′) such that 12 (L
2
V gh)(X,Y ) = gv(P (X), P (Y )) + S(X,Y )
for all X,Y ∈ TTM ′. Conversely, P is the unique operator such that
(1) (LV gh)(X,Y ) = gv(P (X), Y ) + gv(X,P (Y )) for all X,Y ∈ TTM ′.
(2) There exists S ∈ V 0TM ′⊗V 0TM ′ such that 12 (L
2
V gh)(X,Y ) = gv(P (X), P (Y ))+
S(X,Y ) for all X,Y ∈ TTM ′.
The symmetric tensor S is called the tidal force tensor.
Proof. For the first claim, it is enough to show:
(1) (L 2V gh)(λX, λY ) = 2gv(λX, λY )
(2) (L 2V gh)(λX, Y ) = 0 for all X and Y in the kernel of P .
Indeed, assuming these are both true, decomposing two vectors X = Xh +Xv and
Y = Yh + Yv into kerP and imP components,
(L 2V gh)(Xh +Xv, Yh + Yv)− gv(Xv, Yv) = (L
2
V gh)(Xh, Yh)
which defines S(X,Y ).
For (1), since (LV gh)(λX, λY ) = 0 and gh(λX,Z) = gh(Z, λY ) = 0 for all Z,
(L 2V gh)(λX, λY ) = −(LV gh)([V, λX ], λY )− (LV gh)(λX, [V, λY ])
= 2gh([V, λX ], [V, λY ]) = 2gh(X,Y ) = 2gv(λX, λY ).
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For (2), Y is in the kernel of P if and only if
(LV gh)(Y, Z) + 2dα(Y, Z) = 0
for all Z. Hence
(L 2V gh)(λX, Y ) = V ((LV gh)(λX, Y ))− (LV gh)([V, λX ], Y )− (LV gh)(λX, [V, Y ])
= V (gv(P (λX), λY )) + dα(Y, [V, λX ])− gv(P (λX), λ[V, Y ])
= V (gh(X,Y )) + dα(Y, [V, λX ])− gh(X, [V, Y ])
= (LV gh)(X,Y ) + gh([V,X ], Y ) + dα(Y, [V, λX ])
= gh([V,X ], Y ) + 2dα(Y, [V, λX ])
since dα(X,Y ) = 0 for X,Y ∈ kerP . Now,
[V, λX ] = (LV λ)(X) + λ[V,X ] = (2P − Id)X + λ[V,X ]
= −X + λ[V,X ].
So, continuing the above calculation gives
(L 2V gh)(λX, Y ) = gh([V,X ], Y ) + dα(Y, λ[V,X ]) = 0
where we have used again the fact that dα(X,Y ) = 0 along with Lemma 5.
For the converse statement, let P be the affine space consisting of all operators
P : TTM ′→ V TM ′ satisfying
(LV gh)(X,Y ) = gv(P (X), λ(Y )) + gV (λ(X), P (Y )).
By Lemma 11, any such P satisfies P ◦ P = P , and so defines a projection onto
V TM ′. Any such operator is completely determined by its kernel. But for the P
satisfying Lemma 12, it follows from the first part of the lemma that
kerP =
⋂
X∈V TM ′
ker[(L 2V gh)(X,−)].

5.2. Curvature of the connection. The curvature of the Ehresmann connection
P is the section of V 0TM ′ ⊗ V 0TM ′ ⊗ V TM ′ defined by
R(X,Y ) = P [(Id−P )(X), (Id−P )(Y )].
Since the vertical bundle is integrable, this evaluates to
R(X,Y ) = [PX,PY ]− P ([PX, Y ] + [X,PY ]) + P [X,Y ].
Equivalently, this can be re-expressed in terms of the Fro¨hlicher–Nijenhuis bracket
[16], by
R =
1
2
[P, P ].
Lemma 15. The Bianchi identity holds [P,R] = 0. That is,
[PX,R(Y, Z)]+P [R(X,Y ), Z]+R([X,Y ], Z)−R([PX, Y ], Z)+R([PY,X ], Z)+cyclic = 0.
Define Sλ ∈ T ∗TM ′ ⊗ V TM ′ to be the unique tensor such that
gv(S
λX,λY ) = S(X,Y )
for all X,Y , where S is the tidal force tensor of Theorem 4. The curvature deter-
mines the tidal force, and vice versa:
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Theorem 5. The curvature and tidal force are related by
SλX = −R(V,X)
for all X,Y ∈ TTM ′. Moreover,
[λ, Sλ] = −
3
2
R.
The following lemma is of interest in its own right:
Lemma 16. The tidal force tensor satisifies
S(X,Y ) =
1
2
gv(P (L
2
V λ)X,λY ).
So Sλ = 12P (L
2
V λ). Moreover, if X,Y ∈ kerP , then
(4) S(X,Y ) = −gv(P [V,X ], λY ).
Proof. Note first the operator identities
(5) P (LV λ) = P, (LV λ)λ = λ.
Thus
P (L 2V λ)λX = P [V, (LV λ)λX ]− P (LV λ)[V, λX ] = 0.
So it is sufficient to establish the first statement of the lemma under the addi-
tional hypothesis that X,Y ∈ kerP . In that case
X = −(LV λ)X
so
P (L 2V λ)X = P [V, (LV λ)X ]− P (LV λ)[V,X ]
= −P [V,X ]− P [V,X ] = −2P [V,X ].
So to prove the first part of the lemma, it is enough to show (4).
Since X,Y ∈ kerP , it follows by Theorem 4 that 2S(X,Y ) = (L 2V gh)(X,Y ).
Now,
2S(X,Y ) = (L 2V gh)(X,Y ) = V (LV gh(X,Y ))−LV gh([V,X ], Y )−LV gh(X, [V, Y ])
= −2dα([V,X ], Y ) + 2dα(X, [V, Y ])
= 2V (dα(X,Y ))− 4dα([V,X ], Y )
= −4dα([V,X ], Y )
since dα(X,Y ) = 0 for X,Y ∈ kerP by Theorem 3. Thus, applying Theorem 3
twice more,
2S(X,Y ) = −4dα([V,X ], Y ) = −2(LV gh)([V,X ], Y ) = −2gv(P [V,X ], λY ).

Proof of Theorem 5. For the first identity, it is enough to show that (L 2V gh)(X,Y ) =
−2gv(R(V,X), λY ) for all X,Y ∈ kerP . Since V ∈ kerP as well, R(V,X) =
P [V,X ], and so the last part of Lemma 16 gives
S(X,Y ) = −gv(R(V,X), λY ),
as claimed.
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Now, by the first part of the theorem, Sλ = − 12 iVR. So, by Lemma 2,
2[λ, Sλ] = −[λ, [V,R]∧]
= − ([[λ, V ], R]∧ + [V, [λ,R]]∧ − [iV λ,R] + [iRλ, V ]) .
Now iRλ = 0, iV λ = λV = H , and
[H,R] = [[H,P ], P ] + [P, [H,P ]] = 0
[[λ, V ], R]∧ = −[LV λ,R]
∧ = −[2P − Id, R]∧
= −2[P,R]∧ + [Id, R]∧ = 2R+R = 3R.
So
(6) [λ, Sλ] = −(3R+ [V, [λ,R]]∧).
Now, we claim that [λ,R] = 0. By the graded Jacobi identity,
[λ,R] =
1
2
[λ, [P, P ]] = −[P, [λ, P ]].
From P = 12 (Id+LV λ),
[λ, P ] =
1
2
([λ, Id] + [λ, [V, λ]]) =
1
2
[λ, [V, λ]]
since [λ, Id] = 0 by Lemma 3. The graded Jacobi identity applied once more gives
−[λ, [V, λ]] + [V, [λ, λ]] + [λ, [λ, V ]] = 0.
But [λ, λ] = 0 by Lemma 10, and [V, λ] = −[λ, V ]. So [λ, [V, λ]] = 0, and therefore
[λ,R] = 0, as claimed.
So (6) becomes [λ, Sλ] = − 32R as required.

Since R is skew-symmetric in its arguments, the first part of the theorem implies
immediately
Corollary 1. For any X ∈ TTM ′, S(V,X) = 0.
6. Conformal transformations
A generalized conformal transformation is the transformation from the Lagrangian
G(x, v) to the Lagrangian Ĝ(x, v) where
G(x, v) = Ĝ(x, v)J(x, v)−1 .
Here J(x, v) is a non-zero function, smooth and defined in a neighborhood of the
cone G(x, v) = 0. We have the homogeneities, valid for any real t > 0:
G(x, tv) = tkG(x, v)
Ĝ(x, tv) = tpĜ(x, v)
J(x, tv) = tqJ(x, v)
where
p− q = k 6= 1, p 6= 1.
Denote by V̂ the dynamical vector field with respect to the transformed La-
grangian Ĝ.
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Lemma 17. The dynamical vector field V transforms via V̂ = V + bH+GT where
b = −(p− 1)−1J−1V (J) = (k − 1)−1J−1Vˆ (J) and T is some vertical vector field.
Proof. Since both V and V̂ satisfy Lemma 9, λ(V − V̂ ) = 0, and therefore the two
vector fields can only differ by a vertical vector field. But working modulo G = 0,
since V̂ are dynamical vector fields on H , V̂ must be in the span of V and H , and
so
V̂ = V + bH (mod G = 0)
for some function b.
It remains to show that b = −(p − 1)−1J−1V (J) = −(k − 1)−1J−1V̂ (J). By
definition of α, α̂ = Jα+GDJ , and so pulling back to H gives
dα̂ ≡ dJ ∧ α+ Jdα (mod G, dG).
Contracting with V gives on the one hand V ydα̂ ≡ V (J)α since V yα = 0 and
V ydα = −(k − 1)dG ≡ 0. On the other hand, using V = V̂ − bH gives
V ydα̂ ≡ −b(p− 1)α̂ ≡ −b(p− 1)Jα
because V̂ ydα̂ = −(p − 1)dĜ ≡ 0 and Hydα̂ = (p − 1)α̂. Combining these two
calculations gives b = −(p− 1)−1J−1V (J), as claimed. By symmetry, −b = −(k −
1)−1JV̂ (J−1) = (k − 1)−1J−1V̂ (J), and so b = −(k− 1)−1J−1V̂ (J−1) as well. 
Lemma 18. LV̂ λ = LV λ− bλ−Db⊗H − α⊗ T +GLTλ.
Proof.
LV̂ λ(X) = [V̂ , λX ]− λ[V̂ , λX ]
= [V + bH +GT, λX ]− λ[V + bH +GT,X ]
= LV λ(X) + bLHλ(X)− (DXb)H +GLTλ(X)− (DXG)T +X(G)λT
= (LV λ− bλ−Db⊗H +GLTλ− α⊗ T ) (X)
where the last equality follows since LHλ = −λ, DXG = α(X) by definition, and
λT = 0 since T is vertical. 
6.1. Weyl tensor. Recall that ΛH is the subbundle of TH consisting of vectors
X that annihilate α: α(X) = 0. Then VH ⊂ ΛH and also the dynamical vector
field V is a section of ΛH .
Definition 5. The umbral bundle is the vector bundle E over H defined as the
quotient of ΛH by the kernel of gh|ΛH ×ΛH .
The umbral bundle is a rank n − 2 vector bundle over H . It is so named
because in §7, the pullback of E along sections of H can be regarded as a space of
infinitesimal screens onto which an object, placed into the null geodesic spray, will
cast a shadow. This interpretation is due to Sachs [25].
The kernel of gh|ΛH ×ΛH is the subspace of ΛH spanned by VH and the dy-
namical vector field V . Indeed, gh(V,X) = (k−1)α(X), which vanishes if X ∈ ΛH .
Thus ker(gh|ΛH ×ΛH ) contains V . It also contains VH , since the kernel of the bi-
linear form gh on the full tangent space TTM is V TM . From rank considerations,
gh|ΛH ×ΛH has degree of degeneracy at most n, and so the kernel must in fact be
equal to VH ⊕ spanV . Thus
E =
ΛH
VH ⊕ spanV
.
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If X ∈ ΛH , denote by [X ] the equivalence class of X in E. The tensor gh
descends to a non-degenerate metric on E, via
gE([X ], [Y ]) = gh(X,Y ).
When it is restricted to ΛH × ΛH , S vanishes if either argument is in the kernel
of gh (by Corollary 1). Thus by restriction S defines a section of E
∗ ⊗ E∗. Define
an endomorphism S♯E : E → E by setting gE(S
♯
EX,Y ) = S(X,Y ) for all X,Y ∈ E.
Definition 6. The Weyl tensor W ∈ ΓH (E∗ ⊗ E∗) is the trace-free part of the
restriction of the tidal force tensor S(X,Y ) to (X,Y ) ∈ E × E. That is,
W (X,Y ) = S(X,Y )−
(
1
n− 2
trS♯E
)
gE(X,Y )
for (X,Y ) ∈ E × E.
Notice that we are now working on H exclusively, and so G = 0.
Theorem 6. The Weyl tensor depends only on H ⊂ TTM ′, not on the choice of
defining function G.
In other words, the Weyl tensor is conformally invariant with respect to the class
of conformal transformations described at the beginning of §6.
Proof. By Lemma 16, S♯E [X ] =
1
2
[
λ
−1
P (L 2V λ)X
]
for X ∈ ΛH . So to prove that
W is conformally invariant, it is sufficient to compute P̂ (L 2
V̂
λ) on E, and then to
neglect terms that are proportional to λ, since these will only modify the trace. We
shall therefore compute L 2
V̂
λ modulo terms involving G, dG, α, since these are zero
on E, modulo H since P̂H = H which is in V TM ′ and so also zero in E in which
the vertical space is quotiented, and modulo V since P̂ V ≡ P̂ V̂ (mod H) ≡ 0. We
treat each term of Lemma 18 in turn:(
LV̂ LV λ
)
X = [V̂ , (LV λ)X ]− (LV λ)[V̂ , X ]
= [V + bH +GT, (LV λ)X ]− (LV λ)[V + bH +GT,X ]
≡ L 2V λ(X) + b(LHLV λ)(X) + LGT (LV λ)(X) (mod G, dG, α,H, V )
≡ L 2V λ(X) + LGT (LV λ)(X).
by homogeneity of V and λ. Now LGT (LV λ)(X) vanishes modulo G for X ∈
kerdG. Hence (
LV̂ LV λ
)
X ≡ L 2V λ(X).
The second term is(
LV̂ (bλ)
)
X ≡ V̂ (b)λX + b(LV̂ λ)X
≡ V̂ (b)λX + b(LV λ)X − b
2λX.
The third term is (
LV̂ (Db ⊗H)
)
X ≡ −DXb⊗ V ≡ 0.
The remaining terms are zero, since they involve α and G:
LV̂ (GLTλ) ≡ 0(
LV̂ (α⊗ T )
)
≡ 0.
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Thus we have
L
2
V̂
λ ≡ L 2V λ− b(LV λ) + (b
2 − V̂ (b))λ.
We now compute P̂L 2
V̂
λ. By the transformation law for LV̂ λ,
P̂ = P −
1
2
(bλ+Db⊗H + α⊗ T −GLTα).
Note that since Lvλ = 2P−Id, PLvλ = P and λLV λ = −λ. Among the remaining
terms are those involving the α⊗ T term of P̂ contracted with a term of L 2
V̂
λ. Of
these, it follows from α ◦ P = 0 that LV λ preserves the annihilator of α, and so
the term (α ⊗ T )(bLV λ) term vanishes when restricted to ΛH . Since α ◦ λ = 0,
the (α ⊗ T )λ terms vanish. Finally, the term involving (α ⊗ T )(L 2V λ) vanishes on
ΛH = kerα since the kernel of α is Lie derived along V .
So, applying P̂ to L 2
V̂
λ gives
P̂L 2
V̂
λ ≡ PL 2V λ− bP + (b
2 − V̂ (b))λ−
1
2
bλL 2V λ−
1
2
b2λ
≡ PL 2V λ+
(
1
2b
2 − V̂ (b)
)
λ−
1
2
bλL 2V λ− bP
It is now sufficient to show that the last two terms cancel; that is:
λL 2V λ = −2P.
We have
λL 2V λ(X) = λ ([V, [V, λX ]]− 2[V, λ[V,X ]] + λ[V, [V,X ]])
= λ[V, [V, λX ]]− 2λ[V, λ[V,X ]]
= λ[V, [V, λX ]] + 2λ[V,X ].
If X is in the image of P , the first term vanishes because imP = kerλ, leaving only
the second term which is −2X . If instead X ∈ kerP , then LVX = −X . So
λ[V, [V, λX ]] + 2λ[V,X ] = λ[V,−X + λ[V,X ]]− 2λX
= −λ[V,X ] + λ[V,−λX ]− 2λX
= 2λX − 2λX = 0
as required. Thus, in summary
P̂L 2
V̂
λ ≡ PL 2V λ+
(
1
2b
2 − V̂ (b)
)
λ.
Since the term multiplying λ only modifies the trace of S, this completes the proof.

7. Raychaudhuri–Sachs equations
We review the Raychaudhuri–Sachs equation of standard general relativity. Let
M be a spacetime manifold of dimension n ≥ 3, equipped with an indefinite metric,
g of signature (p, q). Denote the Levi-Civita connection of g by ∇.
Let k be a null vector field that is nowhere zero and satisfies the equation of an
affinely parametrized geodesic ∇kk = 0. The integral curves of k are null geodesics
that foliate M : that is, they constitute a null geodesic congruence. Associated to
the vector field k is a natural vector bundle K of dimension n − 2 with a metric
of signature (p − 1, q − 1) (so Euclidean in the case where g is Lorentzian). This
bundle consists of the (n−2)-plane elements (or “screens”) onto which the infinitely
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near curves of the congruence would cast the shadow of an object. This bundle was
introduced in this way by Sachs [25]. A precise definition of this bundle is in section
7.2.
The Raychaudhuri–Sachs equation then governs the rate at which this shadow
expands (or contracts) as the screens advance along a particular geodesic of the
congruence. A principal ingredient in the derivation of the equation is the notion
of the divergence of k, of which there are potentially several candidates (that turn
out to agree):
• The Lie derivative of the volume element of M along k.
• The Lie derivative of a natural volume element for the bundle K.
• The trace of the endomorphism ∇k.
7.1. Notation and conventions. The curvature tensorR ∈ ΓM (∧2T ∗M⊗End(TM))
is defined by the relation
R(X,Y )Z = (∇X∇Y −∇Y∇X −∇[X,Y ])Z.
The Ricci tensor is given by
Ric(X,Y ) = tr(Z 7→ R(X,Z)Y ).
The metric defines an isomorphism between the tangent and cotangent bundles of
M : define g : TM → T ∗M by
g(X) : Y 7→ g(X,Y ).
This is a self-adjoint transformation (by the symmetry of g) that is invertible (by
the non-degeneracy of g). The inverse g−1 : T ∗M → TM defines a metric g−1 on
T ∗M by
g−1(α, β) = β(g−1(α)).
The metric will be used to convert vectors into covectors systematically using the
“musical isomorphism”:
• If X is a vector, define X♭ = g(X).
• If α is a covector, define α♯ = g−1(α).
The volume element of M is a density on M that is defined on a collection of
vectors v1, . . . , vn by
|Ω(v1, . . . , vn)|
2 = | det[g(vi, vj)]i,j=1,...,n|.
This is a section of the density bundle | ∧n T ∗M |. If an orientation is given on
M , then it is possible to choose a representative volume form, denoted Ω, for the
density |Ω|. In a distinguished oriented local orthonormal basis1 of vector fields
X1, . . . , Xn,
Ω(X1, . . . , Xn) = |Ω(X1, . . . , Xn)| = 1,
extended by multilinearity.
Since a local one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms must preserve orientation,
the Lie derivative of |Ω| along any differentiable vector field is well-defined. The
divergence of a differentiable vector field X is defined by
(divX)|Ω| = LX |Ω|.
1For a metric of indefinite signature, an orthonormal basis is any basis such that g(Xi,Xj) =
±δij .
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Now, for the Raychaudhuri–Sachs equations, assume in addition that k is hy-
persurface orthogonal. This is equivalent to the condition that the distribution
k⊥ = (k♭)0 ⊂ TM of (n − 1)-planes annihilating k♭ be integrable in the sense of
Frobenius: k♭ ∧ dk♭ = 0.
7.2. The umbral bundle of the congruence. Let k⊥ denote the distribution of
(n− 1)-planes orthogonal to k. Thus, at a point x ∈M ,
k⊥x = {v ∈ TxM | g(k, v) = 0} = (k
♭
x)
0.
Lemma 19. The distribution k⊥ is Lie-derived along k. That is, if v ∈ ΓM (k⊥),
then Lkv ∈ ΓM (k
⊥).
Proof. If v is a section of k⊥, then g(k, v) = 0. So
0 = k(g(k, v)) = g(∇kk, v) + g(k,∇kv) = g(k,∇kv)
= g(k,Lkv) + g(k,∇vk)
= g(k,Lkv) +
1
2
v(g(k, k)) = g(k,Lkv)
so Lkv is also in k
⊥, as required. 
Note that k is a section of k⊥, since it is null. Therefore the following definition
makes sense:
Definition 7. Let K be the quotient bundle K = k⊥/ spank.
If a small object is placed in the path of the congruence k, then the bundle
K naturally describes a family of screens onto which the shadow of an object is
cast. Hence, this is the umbral bundle for the null geodesic congruence k. It is
the pullback of the umbral bundle defined in §6.1 by the section k of the null cone
bundle H ; see §8 for more details.
Let [v] denote the equivalence class of v ∈ k⊥ modulo k. Since k⊥ and span k are
both Lie derived along k, the Lie derivative Lk descends to a differential operator
on the quotient K, by setting
Lk[v] = [Lkv].
The Lie derivative extends to a unique derivation on the tensor algebra of K that
commutes with tensor contraction.
The metric g in TM induces a bilinear form gk⊥ on k
⊥, and the vector k is in
the kernel of gk⊥ . Hence gk⊥ descends to a bilinear form on K via the rule
gK([X ], [Y ]) = gk⊥(X,Y ).
The bilinear form gK is a metric of signature (p− 1, q − 1) on K.
The tidal force along k is the endomorphism S♯ : TM → TM given on vectors
X by
S♯X = R(k,X)k.
Since S♯k = 0 and the image of S♯ is orthogonal to k, S♯ induces an endomorphism
of K via
S♯K [X ] = [S
♯X ].
The bilinear form S on TM and SK on K given by
S(X,Y ) = g(S♯X,Y ), SK([X ], [Y ]) = gK(S
♯
K [X ], [Y ])
are both symmetric, by the symmetries of the Riemann tensor.
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7.3. Divergence.
Definition 8. Let X be a vector field. The divergence of X, denoted divX, is
defined by the equation
(divX)|Ω| = LX |Ω|
For the vector fieldX , define the endomorphism∇X of TM by∇X : Y 7→ ∇YX .
Lemma 20. The divergence of X is the trace of ∇X ∈ ΓM (End(TM))
divX = tr∇X.
Proof. Let v1, . . . , vn be a local basis of smooth sections of TM , and let α
1, . . . , αn
be the dual basis of T ∗M , defined by αi(vj) = δ
i
j . Let Ω be the local section of
∧nT ∗M representing |Ω| obtained by declaring the basis vi to be positively oriented.
First note that if α is a one-form and Y a tangent vector, then
0 = Y y (α ∧ Ω) = α(Y )Ω− α ∧ Y yΩ
so
(7) α ∧ Y yΩ = α(Y )Ω.
By Cartan’s identities,
LXΩ = d(XyΩ) =
∑
i
αi ∧ ∇vi(XyΩ)
=
∑
i
αi ∧ (∇viX)yΩ+
∑
i
αi ∧Xy∇viΩ
=
∑
i
αi ∧ (∇viX)yΩ
=
∑
i
αi(∇viX)Ω = tr(∇X)Ω
by (7). 
Fixing an orientation on TM equips the bundle K with an induced orientation,
and the associated volume forms are related by
kyΩ = k♭ ∧ΩK
where y is the interior product. The validity of this equation does not depend on
the choice of coset representative of ΩK modulo the ideal generated by k
♭, and so
defines ΩK uniquely as a section of ∧n−2K∗. If no orientation on M is specified,
then this only defines a density |ΩK | in the determinant bundle | ∧
n−2 K∗|.
Definition 9. Define divK k by
(divK k)|ΩK | = Lk|ΩK |.
Lemma 21. divK k = div k
Proof. Working locally with an orientation on M , we have kyΩ = k ∧ ΩK . So
Lk(kyΩ) = Lk(k ∧ ΩK)
kyLkΩ = k ∧LkΩK
(div k)kyΩ = (divK k)k ∧ ΩK .

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The image of the endomorphism ∇k lies in k⊥, since g(∇Xk, k) =
1
2X(g(k, k)) =
0. Furthermore, k lies in the kernel of ∇k, since k is an affinely parametrized
geodesic vector field. Therefore, ∇k descends to an endomorphism ∇k|K : K → K.
Lemma 22. For any p = 1, 2, . . . ,
tr((∇k)p) = tr((∇k|K)
p)
Proof. In general, if A is an endomorphism of a vector space V whose image lies
in a subspace W , then trA = tr(A|W ). Since ∇k is a linear operator whose image
lies in k⊥, tr(∇k)p = tr((∇k)p|k⊥). But (∇k)
p|k⊥ = (∇k|k⊥ )
p, and so tr(∇k)p =
tr(∇k|k⊥ )
p. Now, since spank lies in the kernel of ∇k|k⊥ , tr(∇k|k⊥)
p = tr(∇k|K)p,
as required. 
7.4. Rate of change of the divergence. The purpose of this section is to com-
pute the rate of change of the divergence of k. Let R(k,−)k denote the endomor-
phism R(k,−)k : X 7→ R(k,X)k. Then:
Lemma 23. ∇k∇k = −(∇k)2 +R(k,−)k
Proof. For a vector field X ,
(∇k∇k)(X) = ∇k∇Xk −∇∇kXk
= R(k,X)k +∇X∇kk +∇[k,X]k −∇∇kXk
= R(k,X)k −∇∇Xkk
= [−(∇k)2 +R(k,−)k](X)

Lemma 24.
k(div k) = − tr[(∇k)2] + Ric(k, k)
= − tr[(∇k|K)
2] + Ric(k, k)
Proof. The first equation follows by taking a trace from the previous lemma. The
second equation follows from tr(∇k)2 = tr(∇k|K)2. 
Lemma 25. trS♯ = trS♯K
Proof. The image of S♯ lies in k⊥ and the kernel of S♯ contains k. Thus the lemma
follows by the argument of Lemma 22. 
7.5. Invariant decomposition. Let
∇k|K = Alt(∇k|K) + Sym0(∇k|K) +
1
n− 2
(div k) IdK
be the decomposition of ∇k|K into its irreducible components for the action of
O(p − 1, q − 1): the alternating, symmetric trace-free, and trace parts. Here the
metric gK is used to identify End(K) withK
∗⊗K∗ in order to define the symmetric
and alternating parts.
For the next theorem, introduce the following notation, standard in the relativity
literature when n = 4:
• θ = div k is called the expansion of the congruence k in the relativity
literature
• σ = Sym0(∇k|K) is the shear tensor
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• ρ = Alt(∇k|K) is the rotation tensor
Theorem 7.
k(θ) = − tr(ρ2)− tr(σ2)−
θ2
n− 2
+ Ric(k, k)
= − tr(ρ2)− tr(σ2)−
θ2
n− 2
+ trS♯.
Proof. This is a restatement of Lemma 24 under the decomposition
∇k|K = ρ+ σ +
1
n− 2
θ IdK .
The absence of cross-terms owes to the orthogonality of the different irreducible
representations of O(p − 1, q − 1). The second equality follows from the definition
of S♯. 
7.6. Hypersurface orthogonality. If k is hypersurface orthogonal, then the dis-
tribution k⊥ = (k♭)0 is integrable in the sense of Frobenius, and therefore dk♭ ≡ 0
(mod k♭).
Lemma 26. If k is hypersurface orthogonal, then tr(ρ2) = 0.
Proof. If k is hypersurface orthogonal, then there exists locally a one-form µ such
that dk♭ = µ ∧ k♭. Since k is a geodesic vector field, kydk♭ = 0, and since k is also
null k♭(k) = 0, so µ(k) = 0 as well. Now
tr(ρ2) = dk♭(k, µ♯) = 0
as claimed. 
Theorem 7 becomes the Raychaudhuri–Sachs equations:
Corollary 2. If k is hypersurface orthogonal, then
k(θ) = − tr(σ2)−
θ2
n− 2
+ trS♯.
7.7. Raychaudhuri effect.
Lemma 27. Suppose that J is a vector field that Lie commutes with k. Then J is
a Jacobi field along any integral curve of k.
Proof. Covariantly differentiating 0 = [k, J ] = ∇kJ −∇Jk along k gives
0 = ∇2kJ −∇k∇Jk
= ∇2kJ −R(k, J)k
which is the Jacobi equation 
In particular, since k is hypersurface orthogonal, there are n− 2 (Jacobi) vector
fields J1, . . . , Jn−2 that are orthgononal to k, Lie commute with k, and are linearly
independent of k. On passing to the quotient, these Jacobi fields define a basis of
K. Pick such a basis, and let λK = |ΩK(J1, . . . , Jn−2)|.
In the Lorentzian case of a space-time of n-dimensions, the signature of the
metric gE of the bundle E is either positive or negative definite, according as g has
signature (n − 1, 1) or (1, n − 1). Thus in the Raychaudhuri–Sachs equations, the
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trace tr(σ2) is non-negative, and it is zero if and only if σ = 0. Thus Corollary 2
gives
k(θ) ≤ trS♯,
or equivalently,
L
2
k λK ≤ trS
♯λK .
The null positive energy condition is the condition
Ric(n, n) ≤ 0 for all null vectors n.
So when the null positive energy condition holds,
L
2
k λK ≤ 0
Note that this equality only requires that Ric(k, k) ≤ 0 be valid for the particular
tangent vectors along the given null geodesic.
Now suppose that θ < 0 at some point x0 of the congruence. By definition of θ, at
that point LkλK = θλK < 0. Then λK will become zero along the geodesic tangent
to k through x0 at some time prior to the finite affine parameter t = −(n−2)/θ(x0).
Since k is hypersurface orthogonal, the vectors J1, . . . , Jn−2 span the tangent space
of this hypersurface up to the point where the volume λK degenerates to zero. At
or before that point, the geodesic in question must have a conjugate point. The
existence of this conjugate point is the key to the proof by Sir Roger Penrose [21]
of his singularity theorem.
8. The geometric Raychaudhuri–Sachs theorem
In this section, we lift the geometry underlying the Raychaudhuri–Sachs theorem
to the bundle H and at the same time generalize it to regular causal geometries.
We first recall some basic sheaf theory.
Let p : Y→ X be a (continuous) map of topological spaces.
• A point y ∈ Y is said to be a sheaf point if and only if there exists an open
set Uy in Y, such that y ∈ Uy and such that the restriction of p to Uy is a
homeomorphism onto its open image p(Uy) in X.
• The sheaf space Sp ⊂ Y of p is the collection of all its sheaf points, with
the induced topology. Note that Sp is an open subset of Y.
• The triple (Y,X, p) is said to be a sheaf if and only if p is surjective and
Sp = Y.
• The triple (Y,X, p) is said to be a stack if and only if p is surjective and Sp
is dense in Y, i.e. the closure Sp = Y .
• The triple (Y,X, p) is said to be a branched cover if and only if it is a stack
and both Y and X are Hausdorff topological spaces.
For example:
• Put S1 = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : x2+ y2 = 1}, the unit circle in the plane. Then the
map e : R → S1 given by the formula e(t) = (cos(t), sin(t)), for any t ∈ R
makes (R, S1, e) a sheaf.
• Consider the complex parabola Y = {(x, y) ∈ C2 : y2 = x} and let p(x, y) =
x ∈ C for any (x, y) ∈ Y. Then the triple (Y,C, p) is a stack, with Sp =
Y− {(0, 0)} and is a branched cover.
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If (Y,X, p) is a stack, and if U is an open subset of X, then a section s of the stack
over U is a map s : U → X, such that p ◦ s = idU .
The key concept we need is that of a Sachs manifold. Let M be a manifold of
dimension n and let G ⊂ SM be a regular causal geometry. Denote the natural
surjection from G to M by p. Denote a representative one-form of the contact
structure of G by αG . Put H = σ
−1(G ) and denote by αH a representative one-
form of the contact structure of H . Also denote by q the natural surjection from
H to M .
• A Sachs manifold for the causal geometry G is a smooth submanifold S of
G of dimension n, such that:
– The triple (S,M, p|S) is a branched cover.
– S is ruled by (unparametrized) null geodesics: i.e. the null geodesic
spray V of G is everywhere tangent to S.
– S is hypersurface orthogonal: the restriction of the three-form αG dαG
to S vanishes identically.
• An affine Sachs manifold for the causal geometry G is a submanifold T of
H of dimension n, such that:
– The triple (T ,M, q|T ) is a branched cover.
– T is ruled by affinely parametrized null geodesics: i.e. the null geodesic
spray V of H is everywhere tangent to T .
– T is hypersurface orthogonal: the restriction of the three-form αH dαH
to T vanishes identically.
• A Sachs section for a causal geometry H over an open set U ⊂ M is a
section of a given Sachs manifold, whose domain is U .
• A Sachs congruence on an open subset U ⊂ M is the foliation of U by
the null geodesics giving the foliation of a Sachs section. Note that the
Sachs congruence is automatically hypersurface orthogonal, with normals
the (null) tangent vectors to the foliation and the congruence and the sec-
tion determine each other uniquely.
In the special case of a standard space-time, the Sachs congruence exactly agrees
with the congruence needed for the Raychaudhuri–Sachs equation and we see that
in that case the affine Sachs manifold is simply the natural lift to the tangent bundle
of the Sachs congruence, so we have a natural generalization.
Now let a Sachs section s :M → H be given. The connection P : TH → VH
defines an endomorphism Ps ∈ End(TM) given by
Ps(X) = λ
−1
P (s∗X).
Let k be the tangent vector field of the congruence, so s∗k = V . The tensor gh
pulls back under s to a metric gs = s
∗gh on M . Moreover, k
♭ = s∗α. Since
gh(V, V ) = k(k − 1)G, it follows that gs(k, k) = 0 since s is a section of H where
G = 0.
The bundle K is defined as before as k⊥/ spank, where k⊥ is the orthogonal
complement of k with respect to the metric gs. This is naturally isomorphic to
the pullback under s of the umbral bundle E defined in section 6.1. The metric
gs induces a metric gK on K, which is of definite signature if gv has Lorentzian
signature. Let ∇ denote the Levi-Civita connection of gs. The Lie derivative Lk
preserves ker k♭, by Lemma 19. Likewise the Lie derivative extends to all associated
tensor bundles.
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Lemma 28. Ps = ∇k where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection associated with the
metric gs. In particular k is an affinely parametrized geodesic with respect to the
connection ∇. Moreover, the pullback of the tidal force tensor along s is the sectional
curvature of ∇ in the direction of k:
S(s∗X, s∗Y ) = gs(R(k,X)k, Y )
where R is the Riemann tensor associated to ∇.
Proof. The proof of the first claim proceeds by verifying that the two tensors have
the same skew and symmetric parts. On the one hand,
(Lkgs)(X,Y ) = k(gs(X,Y ))− gs(∇kX −∇Xk, Y )− gs(X,∇kY −∇Y k)
= gs(∇kX,Y ) + gs(X,∇kY )− gs(∇kX −∇Xk, Y )− gs(X,∇kY −∇Y k)
= gs(∇Xk, Y ) + gs(X,∇Y k).
On the other hand,
(Lkgs)(X,Y ) = (LV gh)(s∗X, s∗Y ) = gv(Ps∗X,λs∗Y ) + gv(λs∗X,Ps∗Y )
= gh(λ
−1
Ps∗X, s∗Y ) + gv(s∗X,λ
−1
Ps∗Y )
= gs(PsX,Y ) + gs(X,PsY ).
This shows that ∇k and Ps have the same symmetric part.
For the skew part, on the one hand
2(s∗dα)(X,Y ) = 2dk♭(X,Y )
= gs(∇Xk, Y )− gs(X,∇Y k)
and on the other hand
2(s∗dα)(X,Y ) = 2dα(s∗X, s∗Y ) = gv(Ps∗X,λs∗Y )− gv(λs∗X,Ps∗Y )
= gh(λ
−1
Ps∗X, s∗Y )− gh(s∗X,λ
−1
Ps∗Y )
= gs(PsX,Y )− gs(X,PsY ).
Since Ps = ∇k, ∇kk = Psk = λ
−1
PV = 0 since V is horizontal for the Ehres-
mann connection P . Hence k is an affinely parametrized geodesic.
For the final claim, Theorem 4 implies that it is sufficient to prove
1
2
(L 2k gs)(X,Y ) = gs(∇Xk,∇Y k)− gs(R(k,X)k, Y )
since Ps = ∇k by the first part of the lemma. The identity
Lk∇k = ∇k∇k
holds, so
1
2
(L 2k gs)(X,Y ) = gs(∇Xk,∇Y k) +
1
2
gs((∇k∇k)(X), Y ) +
1
2
gs(X, (∇k∇k)(Y ))+
+
1
2
gs(∇∇Xkk, Y ) +
1
2
gs(X,∇∇Y kk)
= gs(∇Xk,∇Y k) +
1
2
(gs(R(k,X)k, Y ) + gs(X,R(k, Y )k))
= gs(∇Xk,∇Y k) + gs(R(k,X)k, Y )
by the symmetries of the Riemann tensor. 
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The operator S♯E : π
−1
TM ′TM → π
−1
TM ′TM defined in §6.1, when restricted to the
section s defines an operator S♯s : TM → TM . By the previous lemma, S
♯
s(X) =
Rs(k,X)k. Moreover, as in §7, the image of S♯s lies in k
⊥ and its kernel contains k,
so S♯s descends to and operator S
♯
K : K → K. Moreover, trS
♯
s = trS
♯
K = Ric(k, k)
As in §7.3, the divergence of k can be defined in several equivalent ways. If |Ω|
is the canonical density associated to the metric gs, then
Lk|Ω| = (div k)|Ω|.
If |ΩE | is the canonical section of the determinant line bundle | ∧n−2 E|, then
Lk|ΩE | = (divE k)|ΩE |.
Alternatively, the divergence can be defined as the trace of ∇k = Ps, or the trace
of ∇k|E = Ps|E . The results of §7.3 imply that these are equal:
Lemma 29. θ = div k = divE k = tr(∇k) = tr(Ps) = tr(∇k|E) = tr(Ps|E)
The proof of Theorem 7 goes through as in §7:
Theorem 8. Let
Ps|E = AltPs|E + Sym0 Ps|E +
trPs|E
n− 2
IdE
= ρ+ σ +
θ
n− 2
IdE
be the decomposition of Ps into its irreducible O(p− 1, q − 1) components. Then
k(θ) = − tr(ρ2)− tr(σ2)−
θ2
n− 2
+ trS♯.
8.1. The Lorentzian case: the geometric Raychaudhuri–Sachs effect. Now
consider the case that the fibre metric gv in V TM
′ is Lorentzian, which implies in
turn that gs is also Lorentzian, and so the metric gK of the bundle K has positive
or negative definite signature. Then the quantity tr(σ2) of the Raychaudhuri–Sachs
equation is non-negative. Also impose the positive energy condition: trS♯ ≤ 0. As
in §7, let J1, . . . , Jn−2 be a collection of vector fields orthgonal to k that commute
with k, and set λK = |ΩK(J1, . . . , Jn−2)|. Then
LkλK = θλK , L
2
k λK ≤ 0.
Now if at a point of the congruence we have θ < 0, then it follows that the graph of
λK along the (affinely parametrized) null geodesic through the point is decreasing
and concave down, so λK reaches zero in finite affine parameter time in the future.
So we have the theorem:
Theorem 9. Let X be a given null geodesic in M that is future complete, so its
affine parameter ranges to positive infinity. Suppose that everywhere along X the
positive energy condition trS♯ ≤ 0 holds. Suppose there is a section of a Sachs man-
ifold, defined in a neighborhood of X, such that X is a member of the congruence
foliating the Sachs manifold. Then the divergence of the congruence is everywhere
non-negative along X.
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Appendix A. Notational conventions
• If M is a manifold and E →M is a bundle, then the projection is denoted
by πE . The space of smooth sections is denoted by ΓM (E).
• If A is a vector space and S ⊂ A∗ is a subset, then the annihilator of S,
denoted by S0, is defined by
S0 = {x ∈ A|α(x) = 0 for all α ∈ S}.
• Arbitrary vector fields are denoted by uppercase latin letters at the end of
the alphabet: W,X, Y, Z. In Section 7, k is used to denote a null geodesic
vector field. Throughout the paper, V denotes the null geodesic spray and
H the homogeneity operator.
Appendix B. Coordinate calculations
B.1. The Hamiltonian-Lagrangian approach to the dynamics. Let H have
the local defining equation G(x, v) = 0. Here the smooth function G(x, v) is defined
over an open set U of TM′, which is invariant under scaling: i.e. (x, v) ∈ U implies
that (x, tv) ∈ U, for any positive real t. Further we may take the function G(x, v)
to be homogeneous: G(x, tv) = tkG(x, v), for some real k and any t > 0 and any
(x, v) in the domain of G(x, v). For convenience, we henceforth assume that k 6= 1.
In local co-ordinates (xa, va), where a = 1, 2, . . . , n, denote by ∂a and Da, the
derivative operators:
∂a =
∂
∂xa
, Da =
∂
∂va
.
These operators mutually commute. Define the following quantities:
Ga = ∂aG, ga = DaG, gab = DaDbG = gba, gabc = DaDbDcG = g(abc).
Note that we have:
vaga = v
aDaG = kG, v
agab = (k − 1)gb, v
agabc = (k − 2)gbc.
Then, by the last section, a representative contact one-form for the dynamics is the
following one-form α, with exterior derivative β, considered on the space G = 0:
α = gadx
a, β = dα = −(D[aGb])dx
adxb + gabdv
adxb.
For V = V a∂a + U
aDa to be a dynamical vector field, we need the conditions:
0 = G, 0 = dG = Gadx
a + gadv
a, 0 = V (G) = V aGa + U
aga,
0 = V.α = V aga,
0 = V.β − t(k − 1)α = −V agabdv
b + (Uagab − 2V
aD[aGb] − t(k − 1)gb)dx
b.
Here t is a scalar function. We infer the relations, for some scalar function s:
V agab = s(k − 1)gb,
Uagab − 2V
aD[aGb] − t(k − 1)gb = −s(k − 1)Gb.
Henceforth we assume that gab is invertible (the regular case). Then we have the
general solutions:
(V a, Ua) = t(0, va) + s(va, ua),
uagab = 2v
aD[aGb] − (k − 1)Gb = Gb − v
a∂agb.
So a basis for the collection of dynamical vector fields is the pair {H,V }:
H = vaDa, V = v
a∂a + u
aDa, u
agab = Gb − v
a∂agb.
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Note that we have the required relation:
V (G) = vaGa + u
aga = v
aGa + (k − 1)
−1uagabv
b
= (k − 1)−1((k − 1)vaGa + (Gb − v
a∂agb)v
b)
= (k − 1)−1(kvaGa − v
a∂a(v
bgb)) = 0.
Note that H is the homogeneity operator in va. Also ua is homogeneous of degree
2 in va. Passing down to the sphere bundle SM, only the direction field V survives,
giving a foliation of G by the dynamical curves, the (maximally extended) trajec-
tories of V . We call these dynamical curves null geodesics. Note that the space
of null geodesics, denoted N , which has dimension 2n− 3, itself carries a natural
contact structure induced by that of G .
Summarizing, the hypersurface G uniquely determines its dynamics, which gives
a foliation of G by a 2n− 3 parameter set of null geodesic curves. These curves are
precisely those that annihilate the contact structure αG and preserve the contact
structure (up to scale).
B.2. The Ehresmann connection and its characterization. Introduce the
quantity U ab and the horizontal vector fields Ha:
U ab = −
1
2
Dbu
a, Ha = ∂a − U
b
a Db.
Note that U ab is homogeneous of degree one in v
a. Also we have the relations:
vbU ab = −u
a,
V (ga) = v
b∂bga + u
bgab = Ga,
U ab ga =
1
2
(−Db(u
aga) +Gb − v
a∂agb) =
1
2
(Db(v
aGa) +Gb − v
a∂agb)
=
1
2
(va(DbGa − ∂agb) + 2Gb) = Gb.
This last relation shows that the vector fields Ha are intrinsic to the dynamical
surface G = 0:
Ha(G) = (∂a − U
b
a Db)G = Ga − U
b
a gb = 0.
Note that we have the simple formula determining the null geodesic spray V in
terms of the horizontal vector fields Ha:
V = vaHa.
The intrinsic tangent vector fields of G = 0 are spanned by {Ha, Lbc}, where Lbc =
g[bDc]. Dually, we introduce the basis of one-forms:
θa = dxa, φa = dva + U ab dx
b.
These are subject to the single linear relation, valid in the space G = 0:
gaφ
a = gadv
a + gaU
a
b dx
b = gadv
a +Gadx
a = dG = 0.
For G we may use the forms θa and φab = v[aφb] as a spanning set.
The horizontal vector fields Ha form an Ehresmann connection over M , for the
space G . We now show how to characterize this connection and the corresponding
curvature, uniquely.
The curvature generator is (symmetric tensor product here):
G0 =
1
2
gabdx
adxb.
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We take the Lie derivative of G0 along V , giving the symmetric tensor G1:
G1 = LV G0 = gabdv
adxb +
1
2
V (gab)dx
adxb.
Next we Lie derive G1 along V , giving the symmetric tensor G2:
G2 = LV G1 = 2V (gab)dv
adxb +
1
2
V 2(gab)dx
adxb + gabdv
advb + gabdx
bdua
= 2V (gab)dv
adxb+
1
2
V 2(gab)dx
adxb+ gabdv
advb+ gcbdx
bdvaDau
c+ gbcdx
adxb∂au
c
= gabdv
advb+dvadxb(2V (gab)+Da(u
cgbc)−u
cgabc)+
1
2
dxadxb(V 2(gab)+2gbc∂au
c)
= gabdv
advb+dvadxb(2vc∂cgab+u
cgabc+Da(∂bG−v
e∂egb))+
1
2
dxadxb(V 2(gab)+2gbc∂au
c)
= gabdv
advb+dvadxb(2vc∂cgab+u
cgabc+∂bga−∂agb−v
e∂egab)+
1
2
dxadxb(V 2(gab)+2gbc∂au
c)
= gabdv
advb+dvadxb(V (gab)+∂bga−∂agb)+
1
2
dxadxb(V 2(gab)+2∂a(u
cgbc)−2u
c∂agbc)
= gabdv
advb+dvadxb(V (gab)+∂bga−∂agb)+
1
2
dxadxb(V 2(gab)+2∂a∂bG−2v
c∂c∂agb−2u
c∂agbc)
= gabdv
advb+dvadxb(V (gab)+∂bga−∂agb)+
1
2
dxadxb(V 2(gab)−2V (∂agb)+2∂a∂bG).
Now recall that:
uagab = ∂bG− v
e∂egb, U
b
a = −2
−1Dau
b,
vaU ba = −u
b, U ba gb = Ga,
φa = dva + U ab dx
b, θa = dxa.
Then we have:
Uab = U
c
a gbc = −2
−1Da(u
bgbc) + 2
−1ubgabc
= −2−1Da(∂bG− v
e∂egb) + 2
−1ubgabc
= −2−1∂bga + 2
−1∂agb + 2
−1ve∂egab + 2
−1ubgabc
= 2−1(V (gab) + ∂agb − ∂bga),
vaUab = −ub, Uabv
b = Ga.
Substituting into our expression for G2 and completing the square on the terms
involving dva, we have:
G2 = gabdv
advb+dvadxb(V (gab)+∂bga−∂agb)+
1
2
dxadxb(V 2(gab)−2V (∂agb)+2∂a∂bG)
= gabdv
advb + 2dvadxbUba +
1
2
dxadxb(V 2(gab)− 2V (∂agb) + 2∂a∂bG)
= gab(dv
a+U ac dx
c)(dvb+dxdU bd )+
1
2
dxadxb(V 2(gab)−2V (∂agb)+2∂a∂bG)−gabU
a
c U
b
d dx
cdxd
= gabφ
aφb +
1
2
dxadxb(V 2(gab)− 2V (∂agb) + 2∂a∂bG− 2gcdU
c
a U
d
b ).
So we have now:
G2 = gabφ
aφb + θaθbSab,
Sab = 2
−1
(
V 2(gab)− 2V (∂agb) + 2∂a∂bG− 2gcdU
c
a U
d
b
)
= Sba.
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The tensor Sab generalizes the sectional curvature tensor of Lorentzian geometry.
Back substituting into G1, we have, since the skew terms in Uba cancel with the
symmetric dxadxb:
G1 = gabθ
aφb.
Now suppose we modify the Ehresmann connection φa to ψa = φa + θbubcg
ac, for
some uba. Then we have G1 = gabψaθb provided that uab = uba. Also expressed in
terms of ψa and θa, we have:
G2 = gabψ
aψb − 2ψaθbuba + θ
aθbubcubdg
cd + θaθbSab.
We see that the cross term in ψaθb vanishes if and only uab = 0. We have proved
that the Ehresmann connection is uniquely characterized by the absence of θaφb
terms in G2, so by the decomposition:
G2 = gabφ
aφb + θaθbSab.
Then, as a bonus, we have the formula:
G1 = gabθ
aφb.
B.3. The curvature and its relation to the sectional curvature. For the
curvature of the Ehresmann connection, we have:
[Ha, Hb] = [∂a − U
c
a Dc, ∂b − U
d
b Dd]
= −2(∂[aU
c
b] − U
d
[aD|d|U
c
b] )Dc = −2R
c
ab Dc,
R cab = ∂[aU
c
b] − U
d
[a D|d|U
c
b] = H[aU
c
b] .
Note the relation:
R cab gc = ∂[a(U
c
b] gc) + U
c
[a ∂b]gc − U
d
[a D|d|(U
c
b] gc)
= ∂[aGb] + U
c
[a (∂b]gc −D|c|Gb]) = 0.
We extend the vector fieldsHa andDa to act on forms, as derivations of degree zero,
by requiring that they annihilate the forms θa and φa. Introduce the derivations of
degree minus one, denoted δa and ǫa, dual to θ
a and φa, which obey, in particular,
the relations:
δaθ
b = ǫaφ
b = δba, δaφ
b = ǫaθ
b = 0.
The operators δa and ǫa mutually anti-commute and commute with Ha and Da.
Since dθa = 0, we have the expression for the exterior derivative:
d = θaHa + φ
aDa + (dφ
a)ǫa.
Define the covariant exterior derivative:
∂ = dxaHa.
Note the relation:
∂va = dxbHbv
a = −Ua, Ua = dxbU ab .
Then, using forms, we have the curvature two-form operator R and the curvature
two-form Rc:
R = −∂2 = −(dxaHa)
2 = (∂U c)Dc = R
cDc,
Rc = ∂U c = dxadxbR cab = dx
adxb(∂aU
c
b − U
d
a DdU
c
b ) = dx
adxbH[aU
c
b] .
The Bianchi identity for the covariant derivative, ∂, is:
∂Rb = ∂2U b = −RaDaU
b.
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Written out this is:
dxadxbdxc(HaR
d
bc ) = −dx
adxbdxcR eab DeU
d
c ,
H[aR
d
bc] +R
e
[ab Dc]U
d
e = 0.
Introduce also the Lorentz generators, which are tangent to G and which, to-
gether with Ha span the tangent space to G :
Lab =
1
2
(gaDb − gbDa) = g[aDb].
We have the commutators:
[Lab, Lcd] = [g[aDb], g[cDd]] = g[agb][cDd] − g[cgd][aDb] = g[c[bga]Dd] − g[a[dgc]Db]
= −2g[c[aLb]d] = 2g[a[cLd]b].
[Ha, Lbc] =
1
2
[Ha, gbDc − gcDb] = (Hag[b)Dc] + g[b(Dc]U
e
a )De
= (Hag[b)Dc] − (D[bU
e
|a| )gc]De
= (Hag[b)Dc] − 2(D[bU
e
|a| )Lc]e − ge(D[bU
e
|a| )Dc]
= (Hag[b)Dc] − 2(D[bU
e
|a| )Lc]e − (D[b(geU
e
|a| ))Dc] + Ua[bDc]
= (Hag[b)Dc] − 2(D[bU
e
|a| )Lc]e − (D[bG|a|)Dc] + Ua[bDc]
= (Hag[b)Dc] − 2(D[bU
e
|a| )Lc]e − (∂ag[b)Dc] + Ua[bDc]
= −Ueage[bDc] − 2(D[bU
e
|a| )Lc]e + Ua[bDc] = −(D[bU
e
|a| )Lc]e.
So we have:
[Ha, Lbc] = −2(D[bU
e
|a| )Lc]e = −2(DaU
e
[b )Lc]e = U
e
a[b Lc]e,
U cab = −2DaU
c
b = DaDbu
c = U cba .
Our second version of the sectional curvature is defined as follows:
T b = vaδaR
b = 2vcdxaR bca = v
aδa∂U
b
= va[δa, ∂]U
b − va∂U ba = v
aHaU
b − va∂U ba
= vaHaU
b − ∂(vaU ba ) + U
b
a ∂v
a
= V U b + ∂ub − UaU ba = dx
aT ba ,
T ba = 2v
cR bca = V (U
b
a ) +Hau
b − U ca U
b
c .
Lowering the upper index of T ba , we have:
Tab = T
c
a gbc = V (U
c
a )gbc + gbcHau
c − U ca Ucb
= V (Uab)− U
c
a V (gbc) +Ha(u
cgcb)− u
cHagbc − U
c
a Ucb.
So now we compute:
2Tab − 2Sab = 2Tab − V
2(gab) + 2V (∂(agb))− 2∂a∂bG+ 2gcdU
c
a U
d
b
= 2V (Uab)− 2U
c
a V (gcb) + 2Ha(∂bG− v
c∂cgb)− 2u
cHagcb
−2U ca (Ucb − Ubc)− 2∂a∂bG− V
2(gab) + 2V ∂(agb)
= V 2(gab) + V (∂agb − ∂bga)− 2U
c
a V (gcb) + 2Ha(∂bG− v
c∂cgb)− 2u
cHagcb
−2U ca (Ucb − Ubc)− 2∂a∂bG− V
2(gab) + V (∂agb + ∂bga) = 2Yab,
Yab = V (∂agb)−U
c
a V (gcb)+(∂a−U
e
a De)(∂bG−v
c∂cgb)−u
c(∂a−U
e
a De)gcb−U
c
a (∂cgb−∂bgc)−∂a∂bG
= V (∂agb)−U
c
a V (gcb)−v
c∂c∂agb−U
e
a De(∂bG−v
c∂cgb)−u
c(∂a−U
e
a De)gcb−U
c
a (∂cgb−∂bgc)
= ueDe∂agb−U
c
a V (gcb)−U
e
a ∂bge+U
e
a De(v
c∂cgb)−u
c(∂a−U
e
a De)gcb−U
c
a (∂cgb−∂bgc)
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= ue∂ageb−U
c
a V (gcb)−U
e
a ∂bge+U
e
a ∂egb+U
e
a v
c∂cgeb−u
c(∂a−U
e
a De)gcb−U
c
a (∂cgb−∂bgc)
= ue∂ageb − U
c
a V (gcb) + U
e
a v
c∂cgeb − u
c(∂a − U
e
a De)gcb
= ue∂ageb − U
c
a u
eDegcb − u
c(∂a − U
e
a De)gcb
= ue∂ageb − u
c∂agcb = 0.
In going from the penultimate to the last line we used that the tensorDegcb = gecb =
DeDcDbG is totally symmetric. So we have proved that the sectional curvature is
simply the contraction with va with the curvature, up to a constant factor:
vaδaR
b = dxaS ba , S
b
a = Sacg
bc,
2vaR cab = S
c
b = Sabg
ac.
Note the relation implied by this, using the fact that R cab is skew in a and b:
vaSab = 0.
We check this relation directly:
vaSab = v
a(V 2(gab)− 2V (∂(agb)) + 2∂a∂bG− 2gcdU
c
a U
d
b )
= vaV 2(gab)− 2v
aV (∂(agb)) + 2v
a∂a∂bG+ 2gcdu
cU db
= [va, ueDe]V (gab)+V (v
aV gab)−2[v
a, ueDe](∂(agb))−2V (v
a∂(agb))+2v
a∂a∂bG+2gcdu
cU db
= −uaV (gab)+V ([v
a, V ]gab)+(k−1)V
2gb+2u
a∂(agb)−V (v
a∂agb)−kV ∂bG+2v
a∂a∂bG+2gcdu
cU db
= −2uaV (gab)−gabV (u
a)−V ∂bG+2u
a∂(agb)−u
a∂agb−v
aV (∂agb)+2v
a∂a∂bG+2gcdu
cU db
= −2uaV (gab)−gabV (u
a)−V ∂bG+u
a∂bga−v
aV (∂agb)+2v
a∂a∂bG+u
a(V (gab)+∂bga−∂agb)
= −V (uagab)− v
aV (∂agb) + v
a∂a∂bG+ u
a(∂bga − ∂agb)
= −V (∂bG− v
c∂cgb)− v
aV (∂agb) + v
a∂a∂bG+ u
a(∂bga − ∂agb)
= −ua∂bga + (V (v
a))∂agb + u
a(∂bga − ∂agb) = 0.
Finally we wish to show that the sectional curvature S cb = g
acSab determines the
full curvature tensor. We start with the formula, just proved above:
S cb = 2v
aR cab ,
Take the curl of both sides with Da giving:
D[aS
c
b] = 2R
c
ab − 2v
eD[aR
c
b]e .
We need to analyze the last term, so we first recall the formula for 2R cbe :
2R cbe = ∂bU
c
e − ∂eU
c
b − U
d
b DdU
c
e + U
d
e DdU
c
b .
Then we have, using repeatedly the relation DaU
c
b = DbU
c
a and the fact that U
b
a
is homogeneous of degree one in va, so vcDcU
b
a = U
b
a :
2veD[aR
c
b]e = v
eD[a∂b]U
c
e + v
eU g[a Db]DgU
c
e + v
e(D[aU
g
|e| )D|g|U
c
b]
= −veDe∂[aU
c
b] + U
g
[a v
eD|e|Db]U
c
g + (v
eDeU
g
[a )D|g|U
c
b]
= −∂[aU
c
b] + U
g
[a D|g|U
c
b] = −R
c
ab .
So we have the required relation:
D[aS
c
b] = 2R
c
ab − 2v
eD[aR
c
b]e = 2R
c
ab − (−R
c
ab ) = 3R
c
ab , D[aR
d
bc] = 0.
So we have proved that the sectional curvature determines the full curvature and
conversely! Consequently we have the relations, using the Lorentz generators, in-
stead of Da:
L[abS
d
c] = g[aDbS
d
c] = 6g[aR
d
bc] , L[abR
e
cd] = 0.
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B.4. Generalized conformal transformations. A generalized conformal trans-
formation is the transformation from the Lagrangian G(x, v) to the Lagrangian
H(x, v), where we have:
G(x, v) = H(x, v)J(x, v)−1.
Here J(x, v) is a non-zero function, smooth and defined in a neighbourhood of the
cone G(x, v) = 0. We have the homogeneities, valid for any real t > 0:
G(x, tv) = tkG(x, v), H(x, tv) = tpH(x, v), J(x, tv) = tqJ(x, v),
p− q = k 6= 1, p 6= 1.
Write J = es, where vaDas = q. Taking derivatives, we have:
H = esG,
hi = e
s(gi + siG),
ji = e
ssi, jij = e
s(sij + sisj),
hij = e
s((sij + sisj)G+ sigj + sjgi + gij).
Here we have:
[gi, ji, hi, si] = Di[g, h, j, s], [gij , jij , hij , sij ] = DiDj [g, h, j, s] = [gji, jji, hji, sji].
We also put:
[Gi, Ji, Hi, Si] = ∂i[G,H, J, S], Ji = e
sSi.
Note that we have:
Hj = JjG+ JGj = e
s(Gj + SjG).
We assume henceforth that the matrix gij is invertible. Using the relations
vigij = (k − 1)gj, vjgj = kG and vivjgij = (k − 1)vjgj = k(k − 1)G, we have:
e−shij = (sij + sisj)G+ sigj + sjgi + gij
= gpq(δ
p
i + (k − 1)
−1vpsi)(δ
q
j + (k − 1)
−1vqsj) +G(sij − (k − 1)
−1sisj).
On the cone G = 0, we deduce the relations:
e−shij = gpqM
p
i M
q
j ,
M ji = δ
j
i + (k − 1)
−1vjsi, (M
−1)ij = δ
i
j − (p− 1)
−1visj ,
On the cone G = 0, the matrix e−shij is invertible, with inverse e
shij given by:
eshij = gpq(M−1)ip(M
−1)jq.
Then, on G = 0, the signatures of gij and hij are equal if J > 0 and opposite, if
J < 0. Note that it follows that hij is invertible in a neighbourhood of G = 0, with
inverse still denoted hij . Contracting the equation for e−shij with u
i, using the
fact that uaga + v
aGa = V (G) = 0, we get:
hiju
i = esui(sij+sisj)G+u
isie
sgj+sju
iesgi+e
s∂j(e
−sH)−esvm∂m(e
−shj−sjG)
= Hj−v
m∂mhj+e
sui(sij+sisj)G+u
isie
sgj+sju
iesgi−e
sGSj+e
svm∂m(sjG)+v
mSme
s(gj+sjG)
= Hj − v
m∂mhj + V (s)e
sgj + e
sG(uisij + u
isisj − Sj + v
m∂msj + v
mSmsj)
= Hj − v
m∂mhj + V (s)e
sgj + e
sG(−Sj + V (sj) + V (s)sj)
= Hj − v
m∂mhj + V (s)hj + e
sG(−Sj + V (sj)).
So we have:
ui = hij(Hj − v
k∂khj) + V (s)(p− 1)
−1vi + esGhij(V (sj)− Sj).
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We solve this equation for ua, order by order in G. To order G we see that:
ua = γa + δva +Gǫa,
γa = hab(Hb − v
k∂khb), δ = W (s)(k − 1)
−1,
V = W + δvaDa +Gǫ
aDa,
W = va∂a + γ
aDa.
Substituting, we need the relation:
0 = hij(Hj−v
k∂khj)+V (s)(p−1)
−1vi+esGhij(V (sj)−Sj)−h
ij(Hj−v
k∂khbj)−v
iW (s)(k−1)−1−Gǫi
= (W (s) + δq+Gǫasa)(p− 1)
−1vi +G(−ǫi+ eshij(V (sj)−Sj)− v
iW (s)(k− 1)−1.
The terms not proportional to G cancel, so factoring out G, we get the relation:
ǫi = ǫasa(p− 1)
−1vi + eshij(V (sj)− Sj),
ǫi = ǫasa(p− 1)
−1vi + eshij(W (sj)− δsj +Gǫ
asaj − Sj)
Next we have:
ǫa = ζa + ηva +Gθa,
ζa = eshij(W (sj)− δsj − Sj),
η = (k − 1)−1ζasa.
0 = (ζa+ηva+Gθa)sa(p−1)
−1vi+eshij(W (sj)−δsj+Gǫ
asaj−Sj)−ζ
i−ηvi−Gθi
= ((p− 1)η +Gθasa)(p− 1)
−1vi +Geshijǫasaj − ηv
i −Gθi,
θi = θasa(p− 1)
−1vi + eshijǫasaj ,
θi = θasa(p− 1)
−1vi +Geshijθasaj + e
shij(ζa + ηva)saj .
Note that the residual term θi obeys the linear matrix equation:
θi − θasa(p− 1)
−1vi −Geshijθasaj = e
shij(ζa + ηva)saj ,
(δba − sa(p− 1)
−1vb +Geshbcsac)θ
b = eshij(ζa + ηva)saj ,
P (θ) = Q,
P ba = δ
b
a − sa(p− 1)
−1vb +Geshbcsac,
Qa = eshij(ζa + ηva)saj .
When G = 0, P ba has inverse the matrixM
b
a given above, so the matrix P is always
invertible in a neighbourhood of the surfaceG = 0 and then θ is given by θ = P−1Q.
In particular the required solution exists and is unique in a neighbourhood of G = 0,
as required. Also on the surface G = 0, θ is given explicitly by the equation
θ = M(Q) (i.e. θb = M ba Q
a).
Summarizing, we have now the expansion:
ua = γa + δva +Gζa +Gηva +G2θa
Then on G = 0, we get:
ua = γa + δva,
U ab = −2
−1(Dbγ
a + vaDbδ + δδ
a
b + gbζ
a + vagbη).
Here we have:
γa = hab(Hb − v
k∂khb),
δ = W (s)(k − 1)−1,
ζa = eshij(W (sj)− δsj − Sj),
η = (k − 1)−1ζasa.
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We apply these formulas to determine the conformal transformation of the sectional
curvature. We have, evaluating on G = 0:
T ba = V (U
b
a ) +Ha(u
b)− U ca U
b
c .
Using primes to denote the corresponding quantities computed for the conformally
rescaled function H , we have:
(T ′) ba = V
′((U ′) ba ) +H
′
a((u
′)b)− (U ′) ca (U
′) bc .
Now, on G = 0, we have:
V = va∂a + u
aDa = W + δv
aDa,
V ′ = W = va∂a + γ
aDa,
(u′ − u)a = −δva,
H ′a −Ha = −(U
′ − U) ba Db,
(U ′ − U) ba =
1
2
(vbDa(δ) + ga(ζ
b + ηvb) + δδba).
Using these relations, we have:
(T ′) ba −T
b
a = W ((U
′) ba )−(W +δv
cDc)U
b
a +H
′
a((u
′)b)−Hau
b−(U ′) ca (U
′) bc +U
c
a U
b
c
= W ((U ′ − U) ba )− δU
b
a +H
′
a((u
′ − u)b) + (H ′a −Ha)u
b − (U ′) ca (U
′) bc + U
c
a U
b
c
=W ((U ′ −U) ba )− δU
b
a +H
′
a((u
′ − u)b)− (U ′ −U) ca Dcu
b − (U ′) ca (U
′) bc +U
c
a U
b
c
= W ((U ′ − U) ba )− δU
b
a −H
′
a(δv
b) + 2(U ′ − U) ca U
b
c − (U
′) ca (U
′) bc + U
c
a U
b
c
= W ((U ′ − U) ba )− δU
b
a −H
′
a(δv
b)− (U ′ − U) ca (U
′ − U) bc − [U
′ − U,U ]ba
= W ((U ′ − U) ba ) + δ(U
′ − U) ba − v
bH ′a(δ)− (U
′ − U) ca (U
′ − U) bc − [U
′ − U,U ]ba.
We write this expression out, working modulo multiples of vb and ga and working
on G = 0:
4(T ′−T ) ba = 4W ((U
′−U) ba )+4δ(U
′−U) ba −4(U
′−U) ca (U
′−U) bc −4[U
′−U,U ]ba
= 2W (vbDa(δ)+ga(ζ
b+ηvb)+δδba)+4δ
2δba−(v
cDa(δ)+δδ
c
a)(gcζ
b+δδbc))−2gcζ
bU ca+2U
b
cv
cDa(δ)
= 2((V−δvcDc)(v
b)−ub)Da(δ)+2ζ
b((V−δvcDc)(ga)−U
c
a gc)+(2(V−δv
cDc)(δ)+3δ
2)δba
= (2V (δ) + δ2)δba.
So, passing to the shadow space, we get the formula:
(T ′)βα = T
β
α +
1
4
(2V (δ) + δ2)δβα.
We decompose T βα and (T
′)βα as:
(T ′)βα = (W
′)βα +
1
4
X ′δβα, (W
′)αα = 0, X
′ =
4
n− 2
(T ′)αα,
T βα = W
β
α +
1
4
Xδβα, W
α
α = 0, X =
4
n− 2
Tαα .
Then we have the key results:
(W ′)βα = W
β
α ,
X ′ = X + 2V (δ) + δ2,
(k − 1)δ = W (s) = V (s)− qδ, δ = (p− 1)−1V (s),
X ′ = X + 2(p− 1)−1V 2(s) + (p− 1)−2(V (s))2
= X + 2(p− 1)−1V (J−1V (J)) + (p− 1)−2J−2(V (J))2,
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X ′ = X + 2(p− 1)−1J−1V 2(J)− (p− 1)−2(2p− 3)J−2(V (J))2.
We have proved, in particular, that the trace-free part of the sectional curvature
W βα on the shadow space is conformally invariant. By definition, this conformally
invariant part is called the Weyl sectional curvature and is a straight-forward gen-
eralization of the sectional Weyl curvature of general relativity. Note that by judi-
ciously choosing the conformal factor J , we may always assume (locally at least)
that the trace of the sectional curvature is zero, so that T βα is trace-free. The
residual freedom in conformal rescaling then obeys the relation 2V (δ) + δ2 = 0,
a first-order equation in δ but second-order in the conformal factor. Finally note
that in three dimensions, the sectional Weyl curvature vanishes identically, just as
it does in three-dimensional metric diffferential geometry, since in three-dimensions,
the shadow space K is one-dimensional, so the sectional curvature (regarded as an
endomorphism of K) is automatically proportional to the identity endomorphism,
so is pure trace. So non-trivial Weyl curvature arises first in dimension four, just
as in metric differential geometry.
B.5. Example: indefinite metrics. We consider the case thatG = 2−1gab(x)v
avb,
where gab(x) = gba(x) and the metric gab(x) is invertible and indefinite; these com-
prise the Kleinian (ultra-hyperbolic) metrics and the Lorentzian (hyperbolic) case
of general relativity. Then:
ga = gabv
b, gab = gab, gabc = 0, Ga = 2
−1vbvc∂agbc,
uagab = Gb − v
c∂cgb = 2
−1vavc∂bgac − v
avc∂cgab
= 2−1vcvd(∂bgcd − 2∂(cgd)b) = −v
cvdΓ acd gab,
Γ abc = −2
−1gad(∂dgbc − 2∂(bgc)d).
So Γ acd are the usual Christoffel symbols of the Levi-Civita connection. Then:
ua = −vbvcΓ abc , U
a
b = −
1
2
Dbu
a = vcΓ abc ,
V = va∂a − v
bvcΓ abc Da, Ha = ∂a − v
cΓ cab Dc.
So V is the ordinary null geodesic spray, whereas the vector fields Ha represent the
horizontal vector fields on the tangent bundle of the standard Levi-Civita connec-
tion. A conventional conformal transformation has J(x, v) = J(x) 6= 0, so ja = 0
and jab = 0. Also p = k = 2 and q = 0 and we have:
H =
1
2
habv
avb = GJ(x), hab = J(x)gab,
ua = γa +Gζa +G2ξa +G3σa + (δ +Gη +G2ρ)va,
γa = hab(Hb − v
c∂chb), W = v
a∂a + γ
aDa, δ = J
−1vaJa,
ζa = −habJb, ξ
a = σa = 0, η = ρ = 0,
ua = hab(Hb − v
c∂chb)−HJ
−1habJb + v
aJ−1vbJb.
Write ∆ abc for the Christoffel symbols of hab. Then we have:
−Γ abc v
bvc = vbvc(−∆ abc − 2
−1hbcJ
−1hadJd + δ
a
(bJ
−1Jc)),
Γ abc = ∆
a
bc +
1
2
J−1hbch
adJd − J
−1J(bδ
a
c).
This agrees with the standard transformation law for Christoffel symbols:
∆ abc = −2
−1had(∂dhbc − 2∂(bhc)d) = −2
−1J−1gad(∂d(Jgbc)− 2∂(b(Jgc)d))
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= Γ abc −
1
2
J−1gad(gbcJd − 2J(bgc)d) = Γ
a
bc −
1
2
J−1hadhbcJd + J
−1J(bδ
a
c).
B.6. The Lie derivatives of λ. We have in local co-ordinates:
λ = dxa ⊗Da.
Then we have:
LV λ = dv
a ⊗Da + dx
a ⊗ (−∂a −Dau
b)Db,
I = dva ⊗Da + dx
a ⊗ ∂a,
Γ =
1
2
(I + LV λ) = (dv
a −
1
2
dxbDbu
a)⊗Da = φ
a ⊗Da,
φa = dva + Uab dx
b,
LV Γ =
1
2
L
2
V λ = LV (φ
a ⊗Da)
= ιV (dφ
a)⊗Da − φ
a ⊗ (∂a − 2U
b
aDb)
= V (Uab )dx
b ⊗Da − v
b(dUab )⊗Da − φ
a ⊗ (∂a − 2U
b
aDb)
= V (Uab )dx
b ⊗Da − d(v
bUab )⊗Da + U
a
b (dv
b)⊗Da − φ
a ⊗ (Ha − U
b
aDb)
= V (Uab )dx
b ⊗Da + (du
a)⊗Da + U
a
b (φ
b − U bcdx
c)⊗Da − φ
a ⊗ (Ha − U
b
aDb)
= V (Uab )dx
b⊗Da−2φ
b(Uab )⊗Da+dx
b(Hbu
a)⊗Da+U
a
b (φ
b−U bcdx
c)⊗Da−φ
a⊗(Ha−U
b
aDb)
= (V (Uab ) +Hbu
a − Uac U
c
b )dx
b ⊗Da − φ
a ⊗Ha
= T ab dx
b ⊗Da − φ
a ⊗Ha.
So we have:
LV Γ =
1
2
L
2
V λ = T
a
b dx
b ⊗Da − φ
a ⊗Ha.
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